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Editorial 
u Walk Before You Try To Run." 

FVERY so often we receive a letter from a 
reader asking for instructions on how to 
get such and such a piece of gear going, or 

for further details of how to construct one of the 
designs published in these, or other magazines. 
And then, too, we get letters asking how to tune 
up complicated pieces of ex- Service gear. When 
one comes to sort out the real difficulties of these 
readers, one finds that they are attempting to use 
elaborate equipment or build to designs far in 
advance of their previous experience or ability. 

Prior to the war, when every piece of equipment 
in an amateur station -other than the receiver - 
had to be home built, the average amateur worked 
up from simple gear to the more in 
easy stages. On the transmitting side he started 
with a simple crystal controlled oscillator - 
probably a 6L6. When he had sorted out the 
difficulties to be found with even such a simple 
rig -when he had got the aerial coupled properly, 
got the crystal peaking nicely, and a nice clean, 
readily keying note -then he went a step further 
and added a triode RF amplifier. He had to 
learn to neutralise this, an experience of use even 
nowadays with our 807 and 813 tetrodes which 
the instructor tell us do not need neutralising! 
The difficulties of a triode amplifier solved, a 
doubler stage was added, and then finally phone 
work was tried and he had to start learning how 
to solve another set of problems. 

Similarly on the receiving side, our pre -war 
SWL started with an O -V -1, to which he eventu- 
ally added a tuned RF stage. Then perhaps a 
further audio stage was added, so that by the time 
he tried his hand at a very elementary superhet, 
he really was beginning to know how to set about 
solving the little, inevitable, snags himself. 

But nowadays we start into ham radio with a 
BC348 or 1155. We get a TU5B unit and convert 
one-or try to -into a VFO. We wade in to an 
elaborate TX with two doubler stages so that we 
can be " one of the boys on ten," and when the 
whole thing becomes one mass of untameable 
parasites -well, we blame the bloke who drew up 
the original circuit design! 

May we plead for a return to the natural 
process of learning anything, i.e., start with the 

simple and work upwards slowly. 
will get much more fun out of your hobby that 
way, and when eventually you do get that 
150 watt cw /phone, all band VFO /CO rig, you 
will be much prouder of it than if you've acquired it by getting all the neighbouring hams in to 
iron out your difficulties for you. Start with 
something simple, learn all about it, and then go 
on . to the next stage. No one need be ashamed 
of being a " learner." We all have to go through it, The war may have given us the impression 
that there are short cuts to acquiring most forms 
of knowledge, but there is still nothing which can 
surpass the value of experience as a means of 
acquiring knowledge and particularly is this so in 
the realms of amateur radio. A.C.G. 

NOTICES 
THE EDITORS invite original contributions on construction of radio subjects. All material used will be paid for. Articles should be clearly written, preferably typewritten, and photographs should be clear and sharp. Diagrams need not be large or perfectly drawn, as our draughtsman will re- draw in most cases, but relevant information should be included. All MSS must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply or 

return. Each item must bear the sender's name and address. 
COMPONENT REVIEW. Manufacturers, pub- lishers, etc., are invited to submit samples or information of new products for review in this section. 
ALL CORRESPONDENCE should be addressed to Radio Constructor, 57, Maida Vale, Paddington, London, W.9. Telephone: CUN. 6579. 

AUTHENTIC AND UP- TO- THE -MINUTE INFORMATION ON VHF, BROADCAST BAND AND AMATEUR ACTIVITIES IS GIVEN IN OUR MONTHLY PUBLICATION " SHORT WAVE NEWS." 
TELEVISION FANS - READ "TELEVISION NEWS" MONTHLY 
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But norvadays we start into ham radio r-ith a
BC348 or 1155. We get a TU5B unit and converf
one-or trv to-into a VFO. We wade in to an
elaborate TX with two doubler stages so'that we
can be  "  oue o f  the  boys  on  ten , " -and when the
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the original circuit designl
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PUSH PULL AMPLIFIER using PX4°s. 

By A. J. DULEI(. 

THIS amplifier was built for a medium power 
output combined with quality. The con- 
sideration of quality decided the writer to-use 

triodes in push -pull for the, output stage, and 
PX4's were the valves finally chosen. 

From the circuit diagram it will be seen that a 
resistance capacity coupled stage feeds the driver 
stage which is transformer fed to the output. 

Many argue that transformer feeding causes 
distortion and hum pick -up, but the present 
system was found as good, if not better, than a 
paraphase circuit which was tried with the same 
output. 

Power supply in the writer's case was a 
separate unit. The supplies needed are 300 
volts HT and two 4 -volt heaters centre -tapped. 

The amplifier chassis was made of 18 SWG 
sheet -iron. Power is led in via a 7 -pin valve 
holder at the rear, and input and volume control 
are at the front. The output is led away to the 
speaker from sockets at the right -hand side. 

The MH4 is decoupled as shown, and the heater 
is common to MH4 and ML4, biassing being 
obtained in each case by a resistance in the 
cathode circuit. 

A miniature 2 -pin plug was used for the input 
circuit, one side being earthed and the live side 
going via A screened lead to the volume control. 
The lead from this component to the MH4 grid 
leg is screened also. 

In the driver stage, the transformer was 
obtained from an old circuit incorporating a Cossor 
240B Class " B " valve. If no transformer is 
available with a centre- tapped secondary, an 
ordinary transformer can be used as shown in 
diagram No. 2. Two 200,000 ohm resistors are 
joined across the secondary and the junction is 
taken to earth. 

The output stage is fed by two leads from the 
secondary to the valve grids via 1,000 ohm resistor 
secondary to the valve grids via 1,000 ohm 
resistors, these latter components being, soldered 

' on to the valve holder leg. 

Component Values 

Resistors R5,1 M û . Capacitors Valves 
Rl, 500,000 S2 R6, 1,000 S2 Cl, 4.0µF V1, V2, ML4 
R2, 750 S2 R7, 1,000 S2 C2, 0.1µF , V3, V4, PX4 
R3, 40,000 S2 R8, 1,000 S2 C3, 50µF, 12V " a -a " is 4V heater supply for V1 and V2 

, R4, 10,000 Si R9, 500 0, .5 watt. C4, 50µF, 12V " b -b " is 4V heater supply for V3 and V4 
(All resistors I -watt except R9) C5, 12µF, 50V 
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7 PUSH PULLAMPTIFIER
By A.  J .  DULEY.

using PXf's.

The MH4 is decoupled as shown, and the heater
is common to MH4 and ML4, biassing being
obtained in each case by a resistance in the
cathode circuit.

A miniatue 2-pin plug was used for the input
circuit, onc side being earthed and the live side
going via a screened lead to the volume control.
The lead from this component to the MH4 grid
leg is screened also.

In the driver stage, the transfbrmer was
obtained from an old circuit incorporating a Cossor
2408 Class " B " valve. If no translbrmer is
available rvith a centre-tapped secondary, an
ordinary transformer can be used as shown in
diagram No. 2. Tv'o 200,000 ohm resistors ae
joined across the secondary anil the junction is
taken to earth.

The output stage is feil by two leads from the
secondary to the valve grids via 1,000 ohm resistor
secondary to the valve grids via 1,000 ohm
resistors, these latter components being. solilered
on to the valve holtler leg.

HIS amplifier rras built for, a medium pon'er
output combined with quality. The con-- 
sideration of qualit-v decided the vriter to-use

triodes in push-pull {br the output stage, and
PX4's rvere the r.alves finallv chosen.

From the circuit diagram it will be seen that a
resistatrce capacity coupled stage feeds ttre driver
stage which is transformcr fed to the output.

Many argue that transformer feeding causes
ilistortion and hum pick-up, but the present

system was found as good, if not better, than a
paraphase circuit which rras tried with the sane
output.

Pow"er supplv in the writer's case t-as a
separate unit. The supplies needed are 300
volts HT and two 4-volt heaters centre-tapped.

The amplifier chassis rvas made of 18 SWG
sheet-iron. Power is led in via a ?-pin valve
holder at the rear. and input and volume control
ee at the front. The output is led away to the
speaker from sockets at the right-hand side.

Componnnt Yalues

Resisrors R5,f MQ Capacitors
Rr, 500,000 () R6, 1,000 o cr.A.IpF
R2, ?50 f) R?, 1,000 C) c2,O.rpF
n3, 40,000 O R8' 1'000 Q C3,50pF' lZV
R4, 10,000 O R9' 500 (1,5 wott.  C4,50pF, L2V
(AlI resistors +-wott ercept R9) C5, 12pF,50V

D l i

YaJoes
I/I, V2, MLA
V 3 , V 4 , P X 4  ]

" a-o" is 4V heater supply for Vl and. V2
" b-b " is 4Y heater supply for VJ anil V4



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
Biassing is obtained for this stage from the 

care -tap of the heater winding feeding it. The 
method of calculating this resistor may incorporate 
a factor which is not familiar to the reader. 
Using ohms,law as usual we start 

volts = resistance 
current 

The bias volts is 42, and the current flowing m 
the PX4 is 50mA but as each valve is fed from 
the same heater, the total current flowing in the 
resistor is 100mA. Therefore, the resistor's value 
is given by 

R. = 42 x 1,000 
100 

= 420 ohms 
In the amplifier as built, a 500 ohm resistor was 

used. The wattage of this resistor is 5 as a 
minimum for 

Power = volts x amps 
42 x 100 

1,000 
= 4.2 watts 

Micropack capacitors were used throughout, 
and watt resistors except for the biassing com- 
ponents already discussed. 

C260 

Showing modification of Intervalve transformer. 
Resistors R are 200,000 Sl each. 

The anodes of the PX4's were taken to an out- 
put transformer with a centre -tapped primary ; 

the secondary of this component was taken to a 
socket strip in the side of the chassis. 

A mains energised 8" m/c speaker was used, as 
also was a 12" Goodmans P.M. Both gave 
excellent results, and the ,volume was more than 
enough for a large room with the speaker mounted 
on a four -foot baffle. Quality was found to be 
good enough to dispense with a tone control 
system, and linearity showed up well on applying 
the amplifier output to a scope. 

TELEVISION STANDARDS AGREEMENT. 
Partial Adoption of British System. 

DETAILS of the television standards agreed 
upon by five leading manufacturers in 
Britain and Holland for use on the Conti- 

nent of Europe are now known in London. . 
The five firms (Philips, of Eindhoven, E.M.I., 

G.E.C., Marconi and Pye) have agreed to 
standardise equipment for the Continent on 625 - 
line picture definition, and what is known as 
" positive modulation " for the vision signal. 

Positive modulation is already used in Britain 
with 405 -line definition and in France where a 
system on 819 -lines is projected, but negative 
modulation is used throughout the U.S.A. and the 
Dutch were proposing to use it before the present 
agreement was reached. 

Other technical standards agreed upon are 
25 frames per second, interlace 2 to 1, vestigial 
side -band operation, and 6 megacycle total 
channel -width., There is no recommendation for 
the method of modulating the sound signal. 

A British radio industry representative return- 
ing to London to -day from the negotiations in 
Holland said that the agreement on positive 
modulation was of vital importance and very 
satisfactory from the point of view of the British 
manufacturer. " If negative modulation had 
been adopted on the Continent," he said, " the 
manufacture of sets with different forms of 
modulation for home and abroad would have 
presented difficulties which do not arise in making 
receivers for a different line definition. An 
advantage of positive modulation to the user is 

that receivers are cheaper than those made for 
negative modulation." 

The British radio industry has been strongly in 
favour of adoption of its own 405 -line system with 
positive modulation as the standard for Europe 
and has 'not changed its view that it is the most 
efficient system in relation to cost and to ether 
space occupied. It became evident recently, 
however, that some countries abroad might want 

, to take advantage of Britain's unique experience 
of television in all its aspects -studio and trans- 
mission technique and 'receiver manufacture - 
while wanting a line definition nearer to or higher 
than the American one.' It is now accepted by 
leading British manufacturers that uniformity 
on the Continent, especially with the British 
system of modulation, is of more value to them 
than the partial acceptance of 405 -lines, although 
the 405 -line system will continue to be used and 
extended in Great Britain. . 

With regard to the choice of 625 -lines, which' is 
a higher definition than is used in the U.S.A. ; it is 
already favoured by Sweden and Germany, where 
television development work is recommencing and 
it is believed that other Scandinavian countries 
and Belgium and Switzerland may also favour it. 
Apart from the advantage of being able to 
exchange programmes and so sharing the major 
cost of television, these countries would benefit by 
economies in the manufacture of transmitters and 
receivers arising from standardisation. 

British manufacturers, it is stated, will at once 
begin planning production of sets suitable for the 
Continent. 
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R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R

Biassing is obtained for this stage from tbe
cedlre-tap of the heater winding feeding it. The
nethod of calculating this resistor may incorporate
a factor which is not familiar to the riader.
Using ohms law as usual w-e start

\ olts
: resrstance

cment

Tbe bias volts is 42, and the curent f lonins ir
the  PX4 is  50mA but  as  each ra lve  is  fed  f rcm
the same heater, the total current flowine in the
resistor is l00mA. Therefore, thl resistor-'s value
is given by

R . :  - 1 2  x 1 " 0 0 0-100

: 420 ohrns

In the amplif ier as built, a 500 ohm resistor t-as
uq:d. The_ wattage of this resistor is 5 as a
mlnlmum lor

P o w e r : v o l t s x a m p s
4 2  x  1 0 0

I Jroo
-1.2 $'atts

Micropack capacitors rrere used throughout"
and ]  ua t l  rcs is to rs  exeep l  fo r  the  b iass ing  com-
ponents alreadv discussed.

HT++1

)o(cx
c{
OJ

ANODE<--J

t l
il

Sho[ing mod,ifi,catiort of Intertalxe trarcfonner.
Resisrors R ore 200,000 O each.

The anodes of the PX4's $'ere taken to an out-
put transformer with a centre-tapped prinary ;
the secondary of this component was taken to a
socket strip in the side of the chassis.

A mains energised B" m/c speaker rvas used, as
also rsas a 12" Goodmans P.M. Both gave
excellent results, and the yolume rvas more than
enough for a large room with the speaker nounted
nn a four-foot baffle. Quality was found to be
good enough to dispense with a tone control
svstem, and linearity showed up well on applf ing
the amplifier output to a scope.

TELEYISION STANDARDS AGREEMENT.

Partial Adoption of British System.

I \  ETAI I ,S  o f  rhc  re lev is ion  s randards  agreed

I  f  upon by  t i ve  lead ing  rnunufac turers  i r r
Britain and l{olland for use on the Conti-

nent of Europe are no&- knortn in London.

The five firms (Phil ips, of l i indhor-en, E.II.I..
G.E.C.. Marconi and P-ve) har-e agreed to
standardise equipment for the Continent on 625-
line picture definition, and rlhat is knorrn as
" positive modulation " for the vision signal.

Positive modulation is already used in Britain
* i th  tOSl ine  de f in i t ion  and i r r  F ranr .e  r rhere  a
system on 819-lines is projected, but negative
modulation is used throughout the II.S.A. and the
Dutch were proposing to use it before the present
agreement rsas reached-

Other technical standards agreed upon arc
25 frames per second, interlacc 2 to l, vestigial
i ide-band opcra t ion .  and o  megacrc le  tJ ta l
channel-width. There is uo recommendation for
the method of modulating the sound signal.

A British radio industrv representative retutr-
ing to London to-day frln ihe negotiations in
Ilolland said that the a€ireement on positive
modulation was of vital imDorf,ance and verv
sa t is fac to r l -  l ronr  the  po in l  o f  r  ieu  , , f  the  Br i t i s i r
manufacturer. " If negative modulation had
been adopted on the Continent," he said, " the
manufacture of sets r-ith different forms of
modulation for home and abroad would have
presented difficulties u.hich do not arise in making
receivers for a different l ine definit ion. An
advantage of positi le modulation to the user is

that receivers are cheaper than thosc made for
rregative modulation."

The British radio industry has been strongly in
favour of adoption of its own 105-line svstem with
positise modulation as the standard for Europe
and has not chansed its vicr. that it is the most
efficient svstem in relation to cost and to ether
space occupied. It became evident recentlv,
horrever, that sone countries abroad might l-ant
to take advantage of Britain's unique experience
of television in all its asDects-studio and trans-
mission technique and 

treceiver 
manufacture-

rvhile rvanting a line delinitiorr nearer to or higher
than the American one. It is now accepted bv
leading British manufacturers that uniformity
on the Continent, especially with the British
systen of modulation, is of nore value to .them
than the partial acceptance of 405-1;nes, although
the.105-line system will continue to be used and
extended iu  Creat  Br i ta in .

S'ith regard to the choice of 625-li les, rvhich'is
a higher definition than is used in the U.S.A. ; it i,"
already favoured by Srveden and Germany, where
television developnent I'ork is recommencing and
it is believed that other Scandinavian countries
and Belciurn and Switzerland mav also I'avour it.
Apart irorn the advantage of'being able to
exehange programmes and so sharing the major
cost of television, these countries would benefit bv
economies in the manufacture of transmitters and
receivers arising I'rom standardisation.

British manufacturers, it is stated, rrill at once
begin planning production of sets suitable for the
Continent.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

TRADE NOTES 

A NEW RADIO FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS 
CHART 

A new wall chart showing the Frequency 
Allocations decided at the Atlantic City Con- 
ference of the International Telecommunications 
Union has just been issued by Standard Tele- 
phones and Cables Limited. 

The keynote of the Chart is simplicity. It does 
not rely on complicated colour systems, but a 
simple black- and -white scheme which is easily 
readable. Three additional colours are, in fact, 
used, but only to identify the regions across the 
chart, lining up with the coloured regional map 
of the world. 

The various services are arranged in separate 
columns and the frequencies of any particular 
service are shown as black blocks. It is a matter 
of seconds to run the eye down a column to find 
all the frequencies allocated to that particular 
service, or to look across the columns to find the 
services associated with any particular frequency. 
This arrangement of the chart leaves considerable 
free areas, designed to facilitate ready reference 
and also to :allow users to add notes or changes 
which may be issued at a later date. 

The blocks carry paragraph numbers identical 
with the Handbook reference numbers, and as 
these refences are reproduced in full at the foot of 
the chart, the information presented is compre- 
hensive. 

Size 40" x 25 ", the chart is obtainable, 3/9 post 
free, from Standard Telephones and Cables 
Limited, Connaught House, 63, Aldwych, London, 
W.C.2. All orders should be accompanied by 
remittance. 

NEW MULLARD WALL CHART FOR DEALERS. 

The 1949 edition of the Mullard wall catalogue 
is the most comprehensive yet produced by the 
company. Quite apart from its actual contents 
it is produced of much more substantial material 
and will stand constant and hard usage by service 
departments. 

The catalogue is a comprehensive record of 
current equipment and maintenance valves in the 
Mullard range. In addition to prices, information 
includes operating data and characteristics, base 
connections and diagrams. 

It has complete equivalent lists and recom- 
mendations for the substitution of obsolete types 
by modern valves. The arrangement of data has 
been slightly changed to facilitate speedy 
reference. 

Previously it was customary to include prices 
and purchase tax alongside technical data. In 
the new issue prices are placed opposite the 
valve type in the index. 
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"INEXPENSIVE MODULATOR." 

Reference was made in this article (last issue) 
to " accompanying photographs " - but no 
photos were shown. This was due to,the fact that 
the blocks were lost in the post and the paragraphs 
affected were not modified. The valve pin 
connections were also omitted in error. Apologies 
are extended for any inconvenience caused. 

Valve Base Connections (looking at underside of 
valve holder). 

Pins are numbered in a clock -wise direction, 
starting with pin 1 located on the left of the 
keyway on the spigot. 
6V6, 6F6. 

Pin 1- Shield, 2 -H, 3 -A, 4 -G2, 5 -Gl, 6 -NC, 
7 -H, 8 -C. 

6SN7. 
Pin 1 -GT2, 2 -AT2, 3 -CT2, 4 -GT1, 5 -AT1, 

6 -CT1, 7 -H, 8 -H. 
6J7. 

Pin 1- Shield, 2 -H, 3 -A, 4 -G2, 5 -G3, 6 -NC, 
7 -H, 8 -C, TC -G1. 

BRITISH TELEVISION TO TELL THE WORLD 
Export Drive is Planned at Radiolympia 

Services to Exhibit 

TELEVISION, as perfect technically as it can 
be demonstrated in all stages from studio to 
receiver, will be a feature of the 16th National 
Radio Exhibition (" Radiolympia ") to be held 
at Olympia, London, from September 28th to 
October 8th. 

It is expected that considerable improvements 
will be noticed in the quality of the television 
picture since the last Radiolympia in 1947. 
New cameras, improved studio and control 
technique, a new aerial on the roof of Olympia and 
better arrangements for the public to view both 
the studio and the screen picture will contribute 
to the most ambitious demonstration yet staged by 
the British radio industry and the B.B.C. whose 
experts, it is claimed, still lead the world in 
television technique. 

Other features of Radiolympia announced by 
the Radio Industry Council are an enlarged section 
for communications equipment, navigational aids 
and electronics in industry and exhibits for the 
first time since the war by the Royal Navy, the 
Army and the Royal Air Force. The Ministry of 
Supply, the Department of Scientific and In- 
dustrial Research and the G.P.O. will also 

"exhibit. 
Overseas visitors, who will be welcomed by the 

Director of the Radio Industry Council in rooms 
set apart for them in the Grand Hall, will be given 
special facilities for watching studio performances, 
camera and transmitter control and finally recep- 
tion in private demonstration rooms. They will 
also have access to the control room for the 
elaborate system of sound distribution throughout 
the exhibition buildings. 

R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R

i, TRADE NOTES

A NEW RADIO FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS
CIIART

A nery wall chart showing the Frequency
Allocations decided at the Atlantic Citv Con-
lerence of the International Telecommunications
Union has just been issued by Standard Tele-
phones and Cables Limited.

The keynote of the Chart is simplicity. It does
not rely on complicated colou systems. but a
sinple black-and-r'hite scheme which is easilv
readab le .  Three add i t iona l  co lours  a re .  in  fac i ,
used, but only to identif,v the regions across the
chart, Iining up r-ith the coloured regional map
of the world.

The various services are arranged in separate
eolunns and the I'requencies of any particular
service are sho*'n as black blocks. It is a matter
of seconds to run the eye down a column to find
aII the frequencies allocated to that particular
service, or to look across the colunns to find the
services associated v-ith any particular frequencv.
This arrangement of the chart leaves copsiderable
free areaso designed to facilitate ready reference
and also to.allow users to add notes or changes
which  may he  issued aL  a  la te r  da te .

The blocks carry paragraph numbers identical
v'ith the Handbook reference numbers, and as
these refences are reproduced in full at the foot of
the chart. the information presented is compre-
hensive.

Size 40" x 25", the chart is obtainable, 3/9 post
free, from Standard Telephones and Cables
Limited, Connaught House, 63, Aldvach, London,
Yr.C.2, All orders should be accompanied bv
remittance.

NEW MULLARD WALL CHART FOR DEALERS.

The 1949 edition of the Mullard rlall catalogue
is the most comprehensive yet produced by the
company. Quite apart from its actual contents
it is produced of much more substantial material
and rill stand constant and hard usage by service
departnents.

The catalogue is a conprehensive record of
curent equipment and maintenance valves in the
Mullard range. In addition to prices, infornation
includes operating data and characteristics, base
connections and diagrams.

It has conplete equivalent lists and recom-
mendatiorrs lbr the substitution of obsolete types
by moclern valves. The arrangement of data has
been slightl,v chauged to facilitate speed-v
reference.

Previously it was customary to include prices
and purchase tax alongside technical data. In
the new issue prices are placed opposite the
valve type in the index.
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*INEXPENSIYE MODULATOR."

ReI'erence was made in tbis article (last issue)
to " accompanying photographs " - but no
photos were shown. This was due to the fact that
the blocks were lost in the post and the pragraphs
affected were not modified. The valve pin
comections were also omitted in error. . Apologies
are extended for any inconvenience caused.

Valve Base Connections (looking at underside of
r-alve holder).

Pins are numbered in a clock-wise direction,
starting with pin 1 located on the left of the
keyrvay on the spigot.

6V6o 6F6.
Pin l-Shield, 2-II, 3-A, 4-G2, 5-G1, 6-NC,

?-H,  8 -C.

6SN7.
Pin l-GT2, 2-AT2, 3-CT2, 4-GTr, 5-ATl"

6-CTr. 7-H. B-H.
6J7.

Pin l-Shield, Z-H, 3-A, 4-G2, 5-G3, 6-NC,
?-H. 8-C. TC-GI.

BRITISE TELEYISION TO TELL TIIE WORII)

Export Drive is Planned at Railiolympia

. Sewices to Exhibit

TELEVISION" as perfect technically as it cau
be demonstrated in ell staces from studio to
rece iver ,  r r i l l  be  a  fea ture  o i  the  l6 th  \a t iona l
Radio Exhibition (" Radiol.vmpia ") to be held
at Ol-vmpia, London. fron September 28th to
October 8th.

It is expected thal cousiderable irnprovements
rvill be noticed in the qualitl' of the television
picture since the last Radiolympia in I947.
\ew carneras, improved studio and control
technique, a neu' aerial on the roof ol Olvmpia and
better arrangements lbr the public to view both
the studio and the screen picture vill contribute
to the rnost ambitious demonstration yet staged b-v
the Brit ish radio industry and the B.B.C. whose
experts, it is claimed, still lead the rvorld in
television technique.

Other features of Radiolympia announced by
the Radio Industry Council are an enlarged section
for communications equipment, navigational aids
and electronies in industry and exhibits for the
first time since the l'ar by the Royal Navy, the
-{rmy and the Royal Air Force. The Ministry of
Supply, the l)epartment of Scientific and In-
dustrial Re-"earch and the G.P.O. rvil l  algo
exhibit.

Overseas wisitors, r-ho will be lvelcomed bv the
I)irector of the Radio Industry Council in rooms

set apart for them in the Grand Hall, will be given
special faeilities for watching studio performances,

camera and transmitter control and finally recep-
tion in private demonstration rooms. They will
also have access to the control room for the
elaborate system of sound distribution throughout
the exhibition buildines.



The Keeley -Webb Signal Generator 
A versatile instrument built and described 

by S. E. KEELEY and N. F. WEBB. 
ASIGNAL generator is a " must " to any 

constructor who has progressed beyond the 
0 -v -1 stage and wishes to obtain optimum 

performance from his gear. Professionally -built 
signal generators are very expensive, and the only 
way most of us will ever come to possess a signal 
generator is by " rolling our own." 

We perused many circuits with this end in view. 
We built up one using a 6A8 pèntagrid with built - 
in switching coils, which covered 105 Kcs to 15 Mes. 
It worked okay, but had one snag: It had to 
be set to the required frequency visually, and an 
error of as much as 30 Kcs can creep in on the 
higher frequencies just by reading the wrong side 
of the pointer! Also, we felt that a ` sig genny' 
should work down to at least 30 Mcs. 

A crystal oscillator, using a one megacycle 
crystal and tuning to the harmonics, works too. 
But suppose you are aligning a newly -built set 
which has not yet been calibrated. Hòw can you 
identify the correct harmonic on which to line 
up the set? 

We thought about it for some time and then hit 
upon what we think is a neat solution: Why not 
use the 6A8 VFO and the crystal oscillator, setting 
the VFO as near as possible to the required 
frequency visually, and then switching to the 

crystal oscillator and using its one megacycle 
harmonics to check that we were " spot on " the 
required frequency? 

And so was born the signal generator shown in 
circuit form at Fig. 1, and illustrated in the 
accompanying photographs. It was built entirely 
from Government surplus stuff except for the 
small mains transformer and the metal rectifier. 

It is enclosed in a metal case. This is most 
important, as it is essential that no signal be 
allowed to enter the set you are aligning except 
through the shielded output leads. 

For the tuning dial, we were fortunate to 
acquire (for a bob!) an R.A.F. type slow motion 
dial. Using a piece of Perspex for the window, 
and mounting on a small metal panel a piece of 
white card at the back of the window, on which to 
mark the calibration, we were able to make a 
reasonable facsimile of the R1155 dial that 
everyone likes so much! 

If you use small black pointer knobs, and 
ivorine discs marked with the appropriate legend -" MODULATION," " ATTENUATOR," etc.4 
a really professional job can be made. As you 'can 
see, -we even went to the extent of putting 'on a 
handle from an old suit case, to make the job 
fully portable! 
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The Keeley -Webb Signal Generator
A versatile instrument built and described

by S. E. KEELEY

A SIGNAL generator is a " must " to any

A constructor who has. progressed beyond the- - 
0-v-l stage and wishes to obtain optimum

performance from his gear. Professionally-built
signal generators are very expensive, and the only
way most of us will ever come to possess a signal
generator is by " rolling our own."

We perused many circuits with this encl in view.
We built up one using a 6A8 pentagritl with built-
in ewitching coils, which covered 105 Kcs to 15 Mcs.
It workeil okay, but had one snag: It had to
be set to the required frequency visually, and an
error of as much as 30 Kcs can creeD in on the
higher frequeneies just by reading the wong side
of the pointerl Also, we felt that a 'sig genny'
should rvork down to at least 30 Mcs.

A crystal oscillator, using a one megacycle
crystal and tuning to the harmonics, works too,
But suppose you are aligning a newly-built set
which has not yet been calibrated. Hbw- can you
iilentify the correct harmonic on which to line
up the set?

We thought about it for some time and then hit
upon what we think is a neat solution: Why not
use the 6A8 VFO and the crystal oscillator, setting
the VFO as neu as possible to the required
frequency visua\, ancl then switching to the

ANd N. F. WEBB.

crystal oecillator and using its one megacycle
harnonies to check that we were " spot on " the
required lrequency?

And so was born the signal generator shown in
circuit form at Fig. I, and illuetrated in the
accompanying photographs. It was built entirely
from Government suplus stuff except for the
small mains transforner and the metal rectifier.

It ie enclosed in a metal case. This is most
important, as it is essential that no signal be
allowed to enter the set you are aligning except
through the shielderl output leads.

For the tuning dial, we were fortunate to
acquire (for a bob!) an R.A.F. type slow motion
dial. Using a piece of Perspex for the window,
and mounting on a small metal panel a piece of
white card at the back of the windor', on which to
mark the calibration, we were able to make a
reasonable facsimile of the R1155 dial that
everyone likes so much!

If you use small black pointer knobs, anil
ivorine discs markeil with the appropriate legend
-" MODULATIQN," " ATTENUATOR," etc.r
a really professional job can be made. As you ban
see, we even r-ent to the extent of putting'on a
handle from an old suit case, to make the job

fully portable!
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

The Circuit. 
It will be seen that the signal generator divides 

itself into four parts: 
the one megacycle crystal standard (Fig. la), 
the 6A8 VFO (Fig. lb), 
the 6J5 audio oscillator (Fig. 1c), 
the power pack (Fig. Id). 

One megacycle crystals are rather expensive, but 
you can build the VFO and audio oscillator 
sections and use them for lining up, etc. while you 
are waiting for the xtal. A few line -ups should 
soon pay for the " rock "! ' 

The crystal oscillator. 
This we " lifted " from Short Wave News, 

hoping G2UK does not mind! 
The one megacycle crystal is connected between 

earth and the control grid of an EF50. For the 
little " tank " circuit connected to grid 2, SWN 
recommends an RFC and a padding capacitor. 
We used a 465 Kcs bobbin from an IF transformer, 
stripped down to 1 Mcs and slipped over a former 
with .an iron dust core for tuning. 

The output from this oscillator is taken, via C2, 
to the master switch, about which we shall have 
more to say later. 

The VFO 
The valve is a 6A8 pentagrid in a transitron 

circuit. Five switched coils and a .0005µF 
capacitor form a tuned circuit covering from 
150 Kcs to 30 Mcs. This tuned circuit is con- 
nected to grid 4 of the valve. 

The modulation from the 6J5 audio oscillator 
is fed, via the master switch, to grid 1. 

The output transformer in the anode of the 
6A8 consists of a modified RF choke taken from 
the 1155. (There are three of them, in the 
compartment at the back of the BFO box.) The 
choke has six pies. Five are used as the primary 
and connected between anode and HT+. The 
other pie forms the secondary. One end . is 
earthed; the other side is shielded and taken, via 
the master switch, to the attenuator. This choke 
has a neat little screening can, which, incidentally, 
should be individually earthed, as it is a little 
shorter than the choke former, and does not make 
contaet with the chassis. 

The coils. 
Four of the five coils are mounted on a little 

sub -chassis. The other coil, the 12 -30 Mc coil, is 
mounted as near to the wavechange switch as 
possible. 

Range. 
400 -150 Kcs 

Turns. 
Two pies from the same type of 
choke from the 1155 as was used 
for the output transformer of 
the VFO. 

' 1600 -600 Kcs About 100 turns of about 34 
SWG on a three -quarter inch 
former. 

4.2 -1.4 Mcs About 40 turns of 34 SWG on a 
three- quarter inch former. 
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12 --4.5 Mcs 13 turns of 22 SWG, single 
spaced, three -quarter inch 
former. 

30 =12 Mcs 41- turns of 22 SWG, single 
spaced, three -quarter inch 
former. 

The instructions for the coils may seem a little 
vague, but they are essentially " cut and try " 
jobs. The average constructor will use what wire 
he has by him, rather than dash out and buy a 
specified gauge. The only test is whether the 
coils give the required coverage. So keep wind- 
ing, testing, stripping, adding till you get them 
right. 

The modulator. 
This consists of a 6J5 and a small' AF trans- 

former, TI. One side of the transformer secon- 
dary is connected to the grid of the valve via the 
usual grid -leak, capacitor combination. The 
other side is earthed. This is, to all intents and 
purposes, the grid winding of an ordinary short 
wave coil. For the " tickler " winding, the 
primary of the transformer is used. It is con- 
nected between anode and, through a voltage 
dropping resistance, HT+. (Practical Note: If, 
when you come to test the ' sig genny,' the 
modulator doesn't " sing " right away, try 
reversing either the primary or secondary leads of 
the transformer. As you know, if the energy fed 
back from anode to grid is not in phase, no 
oscillation takes place.) The switch across the 
secondary windings is to short out the modulation 
if you should wish to line -up a receiver using the 
receiver's BFO. 

Output from the modulator is taken via C10 
and R11 to the master switch, so that it can be 
switched either to the oscillator grid of the VFO 
or the suppr>ssor grid of the xtal oscillator. The 
HT to the 6J5 is not switched. 

The master switch. 
This is a three -pole, two -way Yaxley. It has 

to do three things: 
1. Feed the HT to either the VFO or the xtal 

oscillator (section a, b, e in the diagram). 
2. Feed the output of the modulator to either 

the VFO or the crystal oscillator (section 
g, h, f.) 

3. Feed the output of either. the VFO or xtal 
oscillator to the attenuator, which is the 
boss -class name for the 500 ohm potentio- 
meter connected so as to present a constant 
impedance to the receiver (section d, e, f). 

This may seem to be a bit tricky, at first glance, 
but it isn't. We hope the diagram makes it easy. 

The power pack. 
Because the current drain is so small, a metal 

rectifier is preferred to a valve rectifier, especially 
as the metal rectifier will not generate heat. 
Only one side of the secondary windings of the 
mains transformer need be used, since half -wave 
rectification and the 16µF of smoothing is ample. 

R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R
s

The Circuit.

It will be seen that the signal generator divides

itself into fou parts:-
the one megacycle crystal standard (Fig. fa),

the 6A8 YFO (Fig. lb)'
the 6J5 audio oscillator (Fig. Ic),

the power pack (Fig' fd).

One meqacycle crystals are rather expensive, but

vou can build the VFO and audio oscillator

iections and use them for lining up, etc. while you

are waiting for the xtal. A fev' line-ups should

soon pav for the " rock " !

The crystal oscillator.

This we " lifted " I'rom Short S'ave Ne*'s,

hop ing  G2UK does no t  mind !

th"  o" "  megacye le  c rvs ta l  i s  connected  be t  ween

euth ancl the control grid of an EF50. For the

little " tank " circuit connected to grid 2, SWN

recommends an RFC and a padding capacitor.

We used a 465 Kcs bobbin from an IF transformer,

stripped dou n to I Mes and slipped or er a former

rrirh-an iron dust core for tuning'

The output from this oscillator is taken, via C2,

to the master switch, about which we shall have

more to saY later.

The YFO

The valve is a 6A8 pentagrid in a transitron

circuit. Fir.e switched coils and a .0005pF

caoacitor form a tuned circuit covering from

lSb Kcs to 30 Mcs. This tuned circuit is con-

nected to grid 4 of the valve.

The modulation from the 6J5 audio oscil lator

is fed. r ' ia the master switch, to grid I.

The output transformer in the anode of the

6A8 consisis of a modifred RF choke taken from

the 1155. (There are three of them in thc

comDartment at the back of the BFO box.) The

chofe has six pies. Five are used as the primarv

and connected bett'een anode and HT1. The

other pie forms the secondary. One end is

earthed; the other side is shielded and taken, via

the master s$.itch, to the attenuator. This choke

has a neat little screening can, which, incidentally,

should be individually earthed, as it is a little

shorter than the choke former, and does not make

contact with t he chassis.

The coils.

Foru of the five coils are mounted on a little

sub-chassis. The other coil, the 12-30 Mc coil, is

mounted as near to the wavechange switch as

possible.

Range. Turrc.

400-f 50 Kcs Two pies from the same type of
choke from the ll55 as rvas used
for the outPut trans{brmer of

the VFO.

1600--500 Kcs About 100 tuns of about 34

SWG on a three-quarter inch
former.

4.2-1.4 Mcs About 40 tuns of 34 SS'G on a

three-quarter inch former.

Dl t l

12-4.5 Mcs 13 turns of 22 SWG,
spaced. three-quarter
former.

30-12 Mcs {} turns of 22 SWG,
spaced, three-quarter
former.

The instructions for the coils rnay seem a little
vague, but they are essentially 'i cut and try "
jobs. fhe average constructor will use rvhat wire
he has by him, rather than dash out and buy a
specified gauge. The only test is whether the
coils give the required coverage. So keep wind-
ing, testing, stdpping, adding till you get then
r i g h t .

The moilulator.

This consists of a 6J5 and a small 'AF trans-
former, Tl. One side of the transformer secon-
dary is connected to the grid of the valve via the
usual grid-leak capacitor combination. The
other side is earthed. This is, to all intents and
pwposes, the grid winding of an ordinary short
wave coil. For the " tickler " windine" the
primary of the transformer is used. It i i  eon-
nected between anode and. through a voltage
dropping resistance, I7Tl. (Practical Note: If,
vhen you come to test the ' sig genny,' the
modulator doesn't " sing " right away, try
reversing either the primary or secondary leads o{'
the transformer. As you know, if the energy fed
back from anode to grid is not in phase, no
oscil lation takes place.) The switch across the
secondary windings is to short out the modulation
if ;-ou should rtish to line-up a receiver using the
receiver's BFO.

Outnut from the modulator is taken via ClO
and RII to the master su'itch, so that it can be
se'itched either to the oscillator erid of the VFO
or  tbe  suppressor  g r id  o f  the  x ta l  osc i l la to r .  The
HT to the 6J5 is not switched.

Ihe master switch.

This is a three-pole, two-way Yaxley. It has
to do three things:-

l. Feed the HT to either t\e VFO or the xtal
oscillator (section a, b, c in the diagtam).

2. Feed the output of the modulator to either
the VFO or the crystal oscillator (section

s. h. l'.)
3. Feed the output ol either the VFO or xtal

oscillator to the attenuator, which is the
boss-class name for the 500 ohrn potentio-
meter connected so as to present a constant
impedance to the receiver (section d, e, f).

This may seem to be a bit tricky, at first glance,

but it isn't. S'e hope the diagram makes it easy.

Ihe power pack.

Because the curent drain is so small, a metal

rectifier is preferred to a valve rectifier, especially

as the metal rectifier will not generate heat.

Only one side of the secondary windings of the

mains transformer need be used, since half-wave

rcctification and the l6pF of smoothing is ample.

single
inch

single
inch



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

C251 - 
Fig. 1 

(A) Crystal Oscillator (1 Mcs crystal standard) 
(B) Variable Frequency Oscillator 
(C) Audio Oscillator 
(D) Power Supply 

Component Values 

HT + 

Resistors 
R1, 1 M S2 

R2, 100,000 LI 

R3, 27,000 S2 

R4, 68,000 S2 

R5, 47,000 S2 

R6, 300,000 S2 

R7, 300 S2 

R8, 100,000 12 

R9, 100,000 S2 

R10, 47,000 S2 

R11, 20,000 Sl 
R12, 500 S2 

Capacitors 
Cl, 5- 100µµF 
C2, 100µµF 
C3, 0.01µF 
C4, 100µµF 
CS, 500µµF 
C6, 0.01µF 
C7, 0.1µF 
C8, 0.005µF - 
C9, 0.1µF 
C10, 0.001µF 
Cll, 8.0F 
C12, 8.0µF 

Switches Valves 
S1 Single Pole 5 -way Yaxley (A) EF50 
S2 3 pole 2 -way Yaxley (B) 6A8 
S3 onl off toggle (modulator) (C) 6J5 
S4 on/off toggle (mains) 
(N.B. The terminal marked " J " in the VFO 

should read " I ") 

The midget choke and the capacitor are, of course, 
standard. 

It is felt that anyone who has progressed far 
enough in his constructional activities to feel the 
need for a signal generator will not have the least 
difficulty in building this one. It divides itself 
into four parts. If you build one part at a time 
and do a neat job of it, you can't go wrong. 
Calibration. 

We calibrated our ` sig Benny' with the aid of 
our 1155. This receiver had been re- aligned on 
100 per cent correct broadcast signals and checked 

LI 

HT+ 

HT- 

HT 4-1 

- IMOD. FROM J11 

Ct5è 

' CI3 

OUTPUT 
Rrz 

ATTUIUATOR 

Fig. 2 

Showing the connections to S2, the Master Switch 

with WWV, so we were confident that our `sig 
genny' would be calibrated to within working 
limits of accuracy. 

The drill went like this:- 
1. We connected the output leads of the ` sig 

Benny' to the input of the 1155 and 
switched both on. 

2. We tuned the 1155 to 18 Ma; and switched 
the ` sig genny ' to the correct frequency 
range, to VFO, and with the modulation 
" on. We then tuned round the °dial of 
the ` sig genny ' praying for a modulated 
note at about dial reading 10 degrees, as it 
were. We emitted an ecstatic sigh when 
we heard it. 

3. We switched modulation off, switched to 
crystal oscillator, put the BFO of the 1155 
on, and tuned down to whistle to silent 
point. The 1155 is now bang on 18 Mes. 

4. We switched back to VFO, MOD " on " and 
re- adjusted the VFO so that the modulated 
note was again heard in the speaker. We 
put a dot on the calibration card, confident 
that we had our ` sig genny' as near to 
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R A D I O C O N S T R U C - I ' O R

Fig. l
(A) Crystal Oscil lator ( I Mrs rrysral standard\
(B) l/arioble Frequencv Osril lator
(C) Aurllo Oscil lator
(D) Pouer Supply

Component L'alues
.Resistors
R T , I M Q
R2 ,100 ,000  c )
R3, 27,000 Q
-R4, 68,000 c)
R5, 47,000 Q
R6,300,000 c)
R?, 300 c)
R8, 100,000 ()
R9, 100,000 c)
R10, 47,000 c)
Rt l ,  20,000 Q
Rl2,  500 Q
Switclrcs

Capacitors
CI,  5- l00ppF
C2, l.\\UtF
C3, 0.0 lpF
C.1, 100pr.-F
C5,500ptLF
c6, 0.0rp_F
C 7 , 0 . l p F
cB, 0.005p_t-'
c 9 , 0 . t P F
Cr0,  0.00lpF
cr1,  8.0I '
c t2,8.0pF

(N.8. The terminol markeil " J,, in the VFO
should reail " I, ' \

Fig. 2
Shouing ,he connections to 52, the Master Sui.trh

with WWV. so we were confident that our 'sis

genny '  wou ld  be  ca l ib ra ted  to  w i th in  work i ' i
l imits of aceurac\-.

The dril l  went l ihe rhis:-
l. We connected the output leads of the 'sig

gemy' to the input of the l l55 and
sv'itched both on.

2. S'e tuned the 1155 to lB Mcs and switched
the 'sig genny ' to the correct frequency
range, to VFO, and with the modulation
" on." V-e then tuned round the dial of
the 'sig genny' praying lbr a modulated
note at about dial reading l0 degrees, as it
were. S-e emitted an ecstatic sish when
rve heard it.
\1"e sl'itched rnodulation off, switched to
crystal oscillator, pur rhe tsFO of the ll55
on, and tuned down to whistle to silent
point. The ll55 is now bang on l8 Mcs.
\1'e switched back to VFO, MO-D " on " and
re-adjusted the YFO so that the modulated
note was again heard in the speaker. We
put a dot on the calibration card, confident
that rve had our 'sig genny' as near to

Sl Single PoIe |-uay Yaxley
52 3 pole 2-way Yaxley
53 onlof toggle (moilulator)
S4 onloff toggle (mains'1

Valaes
(A) EF50
(B) 6A8
(c\ 6.ts

The midget choke and the capacitor are, of couree,
standard.

It is felt that anyone who has progressed far
enough in his constructional activitieslo feel the
need for a signal generator will not have the least
difficulty in building this one. It divides itself
into four parts. If you build one part at a time
and do  a  neat  job  o f  i t .  you  can ' i  go  rv rong.

Calibration.
We calibrated our o sig genny , r,ith the aid of

our 1155. This receiver had been re-alisned. on
100 per cent correct broadcast signals and checked

i ) l  /
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18 Mcs as we could wish for practical 
purposes. 

5. We repeated the process with the 1155 
adjusted to 17 Mes, 16 Mcs, 15 Mcs, etc., 
each time switching to crystal oscillator 
with the Rx BFO on, to check that the 
Rx is " bang on " before we adjusted the 
VFO to that setting, and made the dot 
on the card. 

This way, you can get complete coverage 
from 18 Mes down. - - 

For 1.5 to 3 Kcs, which is not covered by the 
1155, we used the first harmonic of the signal 
generator itself, i.e., set the generator at 1500 Kcs 
and logging the fundamental, we then retuned 
the 1155 to the first harmonic (3 Mcs) and then 
pressed on to 4 Mes (for 2 Mcs) 5 Mes (2.5 Mcs) 
6 Mes (3 Mcs) and intermediate hundreds. 

For signals up to 30 Mcs we used the harmonics, 
as above, i.e., 15 Mes for 30 Mes, 14 Mes for 28 Mcs 
and so oä, using a Type 24 Converter (R.A.F. 
type, much modified!) to extend the range of 
the 1155. 

NOTE: When you are doing the calibrating, 
make sure you know which is the fundamental 
and which the harmonic. This is especially 
important when you start calibrating each new 
wave band. The way to recognise a fundamental 
from a harmonic is (a) the fundamental should be 
louder; (b) to check, note what frequency you 
think you have .set your signal generator to, 
divide by two, and try to find a signal on the 1155 
at that frequency. For instance: You think your 

coil will get down to 18 Mcs. You set the `sig 
genny ' to 18 Mes as you think. You then divide 
by two, giving you 9 Mes. Now, leaving the 

sig genny' where it is (at what you hope is 
18 Mes), tune the 1155 to 9 Mcs. If you get a 
modulated note up there, I am afraid that that is 
your fundamental; your coil does not go down to 
18 Mes as you hoped; So get stripping a few 
turns off and try again ...! 
Operation. 

On frequencies between 150 Kcs and 2 Mes 
simply set the ` sig genny ' to the required 
frequency on the dial and inject the resultant 
signal into the set you are working on. As a 
check, tune in to the LIGHT PROGRAMME 
(200 Kcs) on your receiver, and tune the ` sig 
genny ' to beat with it. The ' sig genny ' will then 
generate harmonics exactly on 400, 800 Kcs and 
so on. 

From 2 Mcs to 30 Mes, where alignment on 
megacycle points at each end of the band is the 
desired procedure, work this way: (1) Switch to 
VFO, set the dial to the required frequency as 
near as you can visually, and search for the signal 
on the receiver. (2) Switch to crystal -this will 
generate a harmonic spot on the frequency you 
wish. (3) Make final adjustments to the set you 
are servicing, using this harmonic as your guide. 

If you wish to work on frequencies between 
30 Mes to 60 Mes, set the VFO to half the required 
frequency, and use the first harmonic, i.e., 21 Mes 
for 42 Mcs, etc., and so on, and switch to crystal 
for final check -up. 
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18 IIcs as we could rdsh lbr practical
pwpoEes.

5. We repeated the process rvith the l l55
adjusted to l7 Mcs, 16 Mcs, l5 Mcs, etc.,
each time switching to crystal oscillator
with the Rx BFO on, to check that the
Rx is " bang on " before we adjusted the
VFO to that setting, and made the dot
on the crd.

This r.ay, vou can get complete coverage
{iom lB Mcs dol'n.

For 1.5 to 3 Kcs, which is not covered bv the
1155, r-e used the first harnonic of the signal

€lenerator itself, ;.e., set the generator at I.500 Kcs
and logging the fundamental, r'e then retuned
the l l55 to the first harmonic (3 Mcs) and then
pressed on to ,1, Mcs (fbr 2 Mcs) 5 l\{cs (2.5 Mcs)
6 Mcs (3 Mcs) aud intermediate hundreds.

For signals up to 30 Mcs t'e used the harrnonics"
as above, i.e., l5 trIcs for 30 l lcs. 1,tr l\Ics for 28 Mcs
and so ono using a Type 24 Converter (R.A.F.
t1pe, much nodifiedl) to extend the range of
tbe  1155.

NOTE: Vhen you are doing the calibrating,
make sure you knou' r,hich is the fundamental
and which the harmonic. fhis is especialll'
important when you start calibrating each new
wave band. The way to rccognise a fundamental
from a harrnonic is (a) the fundamental should be
louder; (b) to check, note $'hat frequency vou
think you have.set -vour signal generator to,
divide by trvo. and try to find a signal on the ll55
at that frequenc;. For instance: You think you

coil wil l get dov'n to IB Mcs. You set the 'sig

gennv'to l8 IIcs as you think. You then divide
by trvo, giving you 9 Mcs. Now, leaving the
'sig genny' rvhere it is (at w'hat you hope is
lB Mcs), tune the II55 to 9 Mcs. If you get a
modulated note up there, I am afraid that dror is
your fundamental; your coil does not go down to
18 Mcs as you hoped, So get stripping a few
tuns off and try again . . .!
Operation.

On frequencies between 150 Kcs and 2 Mcs
simpl-v set the ' sig genny' to the required
frequency on the dial and inject the resultant
signal into the set you are working on. As a
check, tune in to the LIGHT PROGRAMME
(200 Kcs) on )ou receiver, and tune the 'sig

genny' to beat u,ith it. The ' sig genny ' will then

elenerate harmonics exactly on d00, 800 Kcs and
so on,

From 2 Mcs to 30 Mcs, where aligment on
megacycle points at each end of the band is the
desired procedure, work this way: (1) Switch to
VFO, set the dial to the required Irequency as
near as you can vfsually, and search for the signal
on the receiver. (2) Switch to crystal-this rdil
generate a harmonic spot on the frequency you
rvish. (3) Make final adiustments to the set you
are servicing, using this harmonic as your guide.

If you wish to work on frequencies between
30 Mcs to 60 Mcs, set the VFO to half the required
liequency, and use the first harmonico i.e., 2I Mcs
for 42 Mcs, etc., and so on, and srvitch to crystal
for final check-up.
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The Unchallengeable Voice 
vaio 

MOST readers give more time to the technical 
aspects of radio than to broadcast listening, 
and still less time to considering the effects 

of broadcasting. Yet a few moments reflection will 
suffice to see the profound effects it has made, and 
continues to make in our daily lives. 

It is reasonably certain that the Nazi creed 
could never have infected, and later dominated, 
Europe if it had not been able to overwhelm those 
opposing voices who lacked its penetrating power. 
The controlling of the broadcast word, intruding 
into nearly every home, persuading, insinuating, 
was a deciding factor. The (spoken word coming 
to you by your fire -side with its power of sug- 
gestion and inflection have a far greater influence 
than the cold print of reasonable argument. 

To -day in Europe, although the actual fighting 
has ceased, " cold war " continues, and the 
microphone is perhaps one of the principal 
weapons. Those in power jealously keep the iron 
fist of monopoly clutched over their ether, nor are 
they content with internal propaganda, but use it 
as a means of " softening up " or promoting dis- 
cord externally. Radio, like many other of the 
blessings of scientific progress seems to be in- 
creasingly used to enslave mankind. What a 
travesty of our early hopes for a permanent Peace 
" when Nation shall speak unto Nation." 

Impartiality. 
Happily in this country, although broadcasting 

has always been a monopoly, it has been scrupu- 
lously conducted on the most impartial lines, and 
even the highest members of the Government 
have at times been refused it's unconditioned use. 
Whatever faults can be laid at the door of our 
B.B.C. no one could deny it has always shown an 
admirable sense of responsibility and indepen- 
dence. Indeed, in its anxiety to do the " right 
thing " it has given the listeners a poorer service 
rather than have the faintest suspicion of " bias " 
or " preference," or even allow the discussion of 
strongly controversial issues. At least one ace 
broadcaster was temporarily rested because it was 
feared his influence was becoming too great! 

Brightening Up. 
At various times there has been strong agitation 

for some measure of'controlled commercial broad- 
casting in this country, but the possibility of 
seeing it materialise rather daunts the imagina- 
tion. Before the last War in a great many 
European countries broadcasting was at least 
partly privately owned and paid for by advertis- 
ing, but in the rest of the world commercial 
stations are commonplace. In the United States 
it is big business having, after an early open-to- 

. 

anybody 

pen -to- 

anybody scramble, settled down in the main to 
domination by a few interests, but there is a 
competitive element, and it must be admitted 
many of our own programmes are modelled on 
lines they exploited much earlier than we did. 
The short wave listener will well remember how 
in pre -War years the novelty of the speed and peg 
of American radio with which he became familiar, 
contrasted strongly with the heavy slowness of the 
B.B.C. -the programmes were not only often dull 
and poorly presented, but there were far too many 
intervals filled with the ghostly ticking of a 
metronome or ringing of bells. 

During the War years the listening public had 
the chance to hear something of America's lighter 
radio entertainment, and to note its speed and 
sparkle. The contrast between that and many of 
our own programmes was so marked that B.B.C. 
apologists excused it by reminding us that we 
should not try to draw comparison with what 
they called the cream of American radio. 

There is certainly a very strong case for the 
introduction of some measure of " rival " broad- 
casting in tllis- country. That extra effort 
stimulated by the incentive of competition, giving 
a real opporthnity to those with initiative and 
new ideas, would be beneficial to all parties and 
shake the complacency out of some of the B.B.C.'s 
senior staff. 
Disheartening. 

Perhaps one of the most unfortunate aspects of 
monopoly broadcasting is that, with only one 
employer of radio talent, the programme maker, 
whether he be script writer, producer, commen- 
tator, artiste, impressario, or permanent staff, 
cannot- take himself elsewhere, to try out new 
ideas. He must do the bidding of the officials 
who engage him, and officials always play safe. 
Can we expec. enterprise under such circum- 
stances? W ith a single unenterprising employer 
hedged in with a mass of restrictions, the innova- 
tion is strangled and promising young talent too 
often rebuffed and discouraged. The free -lance 
knows that if his work is rejected it is completely 
wasted -he cannot take it elsewhere. Broad- 
casting as a career is far too forbidding to new- 
comers, and the listener too often suffers by 
having to put up with the saute old gang dishing 
him up with the same old stuff with slightly 
different dressing, without much promise of any 
future improvement. 

Nor is there any scope for serious broadcasters 
with unorthodox ideas -a first -class man will not 
readily submit to tedious inhibitions and restric- 
tions-so again we have been denied men of the 
Wells, Shaw, class. 
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The Need for " Ideas " Men. 
No one who remembers the pre -war Sunday 

programmes can have any doubt of the effect of 
competition. The B.B.C.'s were so dull and 
stodgy that even the second -rate recorded stuff 
put out by Luxembourg and Normandy wooed 
the listeners away in their thousands, until an 
overhaul and brightening -up took place at 
Broadcasting House. 'There is no doubt that 
given the freedom of choice, thinking listeners 
would overwhelmingly plump for controlled 
commercial broadcasting, if only for the sake of 
stimulating the effect of rivalry. 

Despite the mediocrity of its general average, 
British broadcasting has produced a number of 
names which have become household words, and 
in every instance their success was founded on their 
understanding of the technique of the microphone. 
In the many tributes paid to the late Tommy 
Handley, only the " popular " side of the radio 
comedian was noted. His success did not simply 
happen by accident of voice or mannerism; it was 
the essence of careful planning, and the under- 
standing of the effect produced, appealing to the 
broad average of the masses. Surrounded 'by 
other well- defined characters, Handley became 
far more than a voice in a studio. His achieve- 
ment in radio entertainment was not simply 
giving enjoyment to millions of listeners; he raised 
the general standard of comedy programmes by 
developing a technique. learned from his 
methods. Who is there to improve upon them? 
And will the pundits of Broadcasting House give 
them the opportunity? 
Unequalled. 

" Itma " was Britain's greatest popular pro- 
gramme, and was equal to America's best. I 
remember a Poll taken by the British Institute of 
Public Opinion. Tommy Handley simply romped 
to the top. He received nearly double the 
percentage of votes as the next five in order of 
popularity put together. 

Maybe some readers will feel I have exaggerated 
the importance of the Handley & Co. technique. 
If so, I would remind them that the technique was 
always improving, and after years of regular 
appearances it was gaining in popularity. Think 
of as many programmes, past and present, as you 
can, and find another that has not gone stale after 
a single season. 

Opinion. 
I seem to have wandered from the theme 

supporting those who would like to see some 
opportunity afforded to controlled commercial 
broadcasting in this country. Having used 
B.I.P.O. figures to support my assessment of the 
Handley influence, I suppose I have laid myself 
open to having the same token thrown back at me . 

on the question of competitive broadcasting. I 
believe the last voting on this issue was :- 

B.B.C. only 47 per cent 
Commercial Broadcasting 40 per cent 

Do not know 13 per cent 
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The value of those figure§ to bolster the pro- 
Monopolist argument is greatly undermind when 
it is realised the same poll revealed that 38 per cent 
did hot know that U.S. radio was free to the 
listener, and 45 per cent were afraid commercial 
broadcasting might be used to exert political 
influence. We all know figures can be used to 
justify any argument ; a view with which I readily 
concur, especially when 18 per cent said they 
considered the B.B.C. News bulletins were 
already ' biassed. 

MASS TESTING OF VALVES 

IN MULLARD FACTORY 

The vast progress made in the production of 
electronic equipment to enable mass testing of 
thousands of valves in a matter of a few hours, 
was stressed by Mr. C. H. Gardner, an executive 
of Mullard Electronic Products Ltd., when he 
spoke to members of the Institute of Practical 
Radio Engineers in Reading on February 24th. 

Mr. Gardner dealt with methods of mass testing 
valves as they come off production belts, the 
individual testing of valves from the point of view 
of quality control, and finally explained what 
happened to a valve was to the 
manufacturer to see if it could be replaced. 

" The function of a factory test," he said, " is 
to ensure that the, valves coming off . assembly 
benches are free from defect. The test gear must 
be such that it will deal with large quantities of 
valves in a short space of time. In fact thousands 
of valves -for housewives, radio, television and 
industrial use -are tested nowadays in a few 
hours by the finest electronic equipment ever 
devised." 

Mr. Gardner declared that the examination and 
testing of valves returned as faulty was of prime 
importance to engineers. Every one of these 
valves was exhaustively tested and reported on. 

" Special techniques have been developed for 
each type of alleged fault," he added. " Every 
endeavour is made not only to confirm or other- 
wise the existence of fault -often a difficult 
matter if the fault is intermittent -but also to 
ascertain the cause." 

" This may involve a post -mortem examina- 
tion, perhaps under a microscope. The results of 
these examinations not only determine the matter 
of replacement but provide data which is of the 
greatest value to the technical and production 
departments." 
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Q.R.P. 7/ Mcs Transmitter 
Improved Modulation System suggested 

By W. OLIVER, G3XT 

THE article on a " QRP Transmitter for 7 

Mcs " in the January " Constructor " shows 
how a pentrode (or tetrode) CO can be 

modulated by a triode. 
In this design, G. Pennington employs an anode 

modulation system which is commonly used, in 
other transmitters, for modulating -a PA stage; 
except that it is usual to insert a suitable resistor 
and large capacitor in the PA anode circuit (as 
shown in Fig. 1), to drop the voltage to the PA 
and thus enable the modulator to get a better 
" grip " on it, so to speak. 

Fig. 1. 

Resistor R2 

drops the anode 

voltage to Vl. 

former (capable of carrying the anode currents of 
the modulator and oscillator valves through its 
primary and secondary windings respectively) for 
the LF choke shown in Mr. Pennington's circuit 
diagram. 

The resistance of the transformer secondary 
serves to drop the voltage to the CO, so there is 
generally no need to add an external resistor in 
this case. Further, the step -up effect of the trans- 
former helps to give adequate depth of modulation 
with a low -power modulator such as Mr. Penning- 
ton specifies. 

R2 
LFC 

anode VI 

While it is true that this system can be applied 
to a CO, it is generally deprecated as unwise, since 
the practice of modulating an oscillator is liable to 
introduce unwanted frequency modulation where 
only amplitude modulation is required. 

A far better method, which I (and other experi- 
menters) have used successfully, is to introduce 
the mòdification shown in Fig. 2. It will be seen 
that this consists of substituting a suitable trans- 

C3 
I 

anode V2 

HT+ 

C259 

I think that any readers who build the trans- 
mitter described in the January issue will find that 
the substitution of transformer for choke 011 give 
greatly improved results. Moreover, in the case of 
an ultra -low power transmitter such as this, the 
transformer need not necessarily be a costly one; 
I have had quite successful' results with a cheap 
5 -1 ratio intervalve transformer of pre -war 
vintage in this position. 

Fig. 2. Showing how a transformer 

T2) is:substituted for the LF Choke. 
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Q,R"P, 7 lMes Transmfitten
lmproved Modulation ffst.- suggested

By W. OLIVER, G3XT

HE article on a " QRP Transmitter for ?
Mcs " in the January " Constructor'o shov's the

former (capable of carrying the anotle curents of
the modulator and oscillator valves throuch itsnd oscillator valves through its

rndarv rvindinss resnectivelv) forhow a pentrode (or tetrode) CO can be primary and secondary rvindings respectively) for

modulated by a triode.

In this design, G. Pennington employs an anode
nodulation system which is commonl.v used, in
other transmitterso lbr modulating a PA stage;
except that it is usual to insert a suitable resistor
and large capacitor in the PA anode circuit (as
shown in Fig. J), to drop the voltage to dre PA
md thus enable the modulator to get a better
" grip " on it, so to speak.

the LF choke shown in Mr. Pennington's circuit
diagram.

The resistance of the transformer secondary
serves to tirop the voltage to the CO, so there is
generally no need to add an external resistor in
this case. Fwther" the step-up effect of the trans-
former helps to give adequate depth of modulation
pjth a lo\\Lpower modulator such as Mr- Penning-

ton specifies,

Frg.  1.

Resistor Il2

d,rops the an.ode

oohage to V|.

S'hile it is true that this system can be applied

to a CO, it is generally deprecated as unrvise, since

the practice of modulating an oscillator is liable to

introduce unwanted frequency modulation where

only amplitude modulation is retluired.

A far better method, which I (and other experi-

menters) have used successfully, is to introduce

the modification show'n in Fig. 2. It will be seen

that this consists of substituting a suitable trans-

I think that any readers who build the trans'

mitter described in the January issue will find that ,
the substitution of transformer for choke will give 

-

u rca t l r  improred  resu l t " .  \ ' l o reover .  in  the  ease o f

in  u l r ra - low power  l ransmi t le r  such as  th is ,  the

transformer need not necessarilv be a costly one;

I have had quite successful results with a cheap

5-l ratio intervalve transformer of pre-war

vintage in this Position.

Fig,2. Showing how u transformer

T2) i{substituteil.f'or the I'F Chokc.

o n o d e  V l
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Query Corner 
A " Radio Constructor " service for readers 

mmmuuuuumauujjumijmnnmmuuammimumijumjjjuuuunum 

Mercury Vapour Rectifiers. 

" My transmitter requires a power supply whose 
output exceeds the ratings of the largest vacuum 
type rectifier which I can find listed in my valve 
catalogues. I require about 750 volts at 250 mA. 
Have you any suggestions for obtaining this 
supply? " J. Riley, Pinner. 
There is no single high vacuum rectifier which is 

capable of providing the output power which is 
required for this transmitter. The solution to the 
problem therefore, lies in the.use of either two high 
vacuum rectifiers of the full wave type with the 
sections strapped in parallel, or two mercury 
vapour rectifiers connected in a standard full 
wave circuit. On the face of it, it would seem that 
the former system is the most economical but the 
possibility of an increase in power being required 
in the future should not be overlooked. With the 
vacuum rectifiers working on their limit such an 
increase would mean the construction of an en- 
tirely new power pack; with mercury vapour 
rectifiers however, it would only be necessary to 
increase the input voltage. Provision may be 
made for this contingency by arranging suitable 
taps on the mains transformer. 

Mercury vapour rectifiers are simple to use, 
reliable in opération and have an extremely low- 
.internal resistance. This latter feature enables 

+ good voltage regulation to be obtained, which is 
an asset in preventing instability and provides 
maximum operating efficiency. 

" Query Corner " 
Rules 

(I) A nominal fee of 1/- will be made for 
each query. 

(2) Queries on any subject relating to 
technical radio or electrical matters 
will be accepted, though it will not be 
possible to provide complete circuit 
diagrams for the more complex receivers, 
transmitters and the like. 

(3) Complete circuits of equipment may 
be submitted to us before construction 
is commenced. This will ensure that 
component values are correct and that 
the circuit is theoretically sound. 

(4) All queries will receive critical scrutiny 
and replies will be as comprehensive as 
possible. 

(5) Correspondence to be addressed to 
" Query Corner," Radio Constructor, 
57, Maida Vale, Paddington, London, 
W.9. 

(6) A selection of those queries with the 
more general interest will be repro- 
duced in these pages each month. 
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The Voltage drop across a mercury vapour 
rectifier is normally about 16 volts and is inde- 
pendent of the rectifier current. 

The action of a mercury vapour rectifier is 
briefly as follows: When the cathode attains the 
working temperature the globule of mercury 
within the rectifier is vapourised. Thus, when the 
anode voltage is applied electrons will be attracted 
towards the anode and will ionise the vapour. 
The positive ions travel towards the cathode 
where they will neutralize the field produced by 
the electrons leaving the Cathode. This means 
that the presence of the positive ions has the same 
effect as that of reducing the space between_ the 
anode and cathode, hence the low impedance and 
low voltage drop which characterizes this type of 
rectifier. When the anode voltage is negative 
with respect to the cathode, no electrons travel 
between the electrodes and the vapour is de- 
ionised. Thus, the peak inverse voltage which the 
valve will stand without flashing over is dependent 
upon the spacing between the electrodes. As the ' 

presence of ions within the valve will ensure a low 
voltage drop during conduction the spacing 
between, electrodes may be relatively large, thus 
enabling the rectifier to withstand a high peak 
inverse voltage. 

In the foregoing, the advantages of the mercury 
vapour rectifier have been discussed, but needless 
to say there are disadvantages. The major dis- 
advantage lies in the fact that the mercury must 
be vapourized before the anode voltage is applied; 
this means delayed switching of the latter. This 
delay, which should be about half a minute, is 
preferably obtained by means of a thermal delay 
switch, but manual switching may be employed 
if desired. 

It must, however, be stressed that unless the 
delay is provided the rectifiers will almost certainly 
be ruined. Other points worthy of note when 
employing this type of rectifier, are listed below. 

(1) Fuses of suitable rating should be included 
in the anode circuit of each rectifier, this safe- 
guards both the rectifiers and associated com- 
ponents in the event of a breakdown. 

(2) The rectifiers must not be placed in strong 
RF fields. 

(3) RF must not be allowed to reach the 
anodes of the rectifiers. If the two latter points 
are not observed trouble may be experienced due 
to flashover within the rectifiers. However, 
normal screening in the transmitter together with 
HT decoupling is generally adequate in preventing 
this. 

(4) Free circulation of air must be allowed 
around the rectifiers for cooling purposes. 

Query Oorner
A oo Radio Constructor " service for readers

Mercury Vapour Rectifiers.
' '  

My transmitter requires u pouer suppl5' u'hose
output exceed.s the ratings of the lurgest c-acuum
type recttfer which I can find. listed in my .-abe
catalogues- I require obout i50 xohs at 250 m,4.
Ilaue you an-r' suggeslions for obtaining this
supply? " J. Riley, I'inner.

There is no single high vacum rectifier which is
capable of providing the output power rrhich is
required for this transmitter- The solution to the
problem therefore, lies in the use ol'either trvo high
vacuum rectifiers of the full riave t-vpe rvith the
-.ections strapped in parallel, or t$'o mercurl.
vapour rectifiers connected in a standard full
wave circuit. On the face ofit, it H'ould seem that
the former system is the most ecorromical but the
possibility of an increase in power being required
in the future should not be overlooked. With the
vacuum rectifiers v-orking on their limit such an
increase would mean the construction of an en-
tirely new porver pack; with mercw-v vapour
rectifiers horvever, it rvould only be necessarv to
increase the input voltage. Provision may be
made for this contingency by arrancinq suitable
taps on the mains transformer.

Mercurl. vapour rectifiers are simple to use"
reliable in operation and have an extremeh- lolr-
internal resistance. This latter featue enables

, good voltage regulation to be obtained, r'hich is
an asset in preventing instabilit-v and provides
maximum operating effi ciencv.

The loltage .l.op o"'.o"" a r'crcurv vapour
rectifier is normally about 16 r-olts trnd is inde-
pendent of the rectif ier curent.

The action of a mercury vapour rectifier is
liriefly as fbllorvs: \\ hen the cathode attains the
rvorking temperature the globule of nercuy
w'ithin the rectifier is vapourised. Thus, when the
anode voltage is applied electrons rvill be attracted
toryards the anode and rvill iorise the vapour.
lhe positive ions travel to$.ards the cathode
where they will neutralize the field produced by
the electrons leavins the cathode. This means
that the presence of the positive ions has the same
e$ect as that of reducing the space between. the
anode and cathode, hence the low impedance and
lor r  vo l tage drop  rh ich  eharac ter izes  th is  tvpe  o f
rectif ier. Vhen the anode voltage is negative
rrith respect to the cathode, no electrons travel
betrveen the electrodes and the vapour is de-
ionised. Thus, the peak inverse voltage which the
valve will stand I'ithout flashing over is dependeut
upon the spacing between the electrodes. As the
presencc of ions within the valve will ensure a lou.
voltage drop during conduction the spacing
llet$'een. electrodes mav be relativel-v largc, thus
enabling the rectifier to rrithstarid n high peak
inverse voltage.

In the foregoing, the advantages of the mercur.v
vapour rectifier have been discussed, but needless
to say there are disadvantages. The major dis-
advantage lies in the fact that the mercury must
be vapourized before the anode voltage is applied;
this neans delayed srvitching of the latter. This
delay, rrhich should be about half a minute, is
preferably obtained by means of a thermal delay
switch, but manual switching may be emirloyed
if desired.

It must, however, be stressed that unless the
delay is provided the rectifiersu'illalmost certainly
be ruined. Other points worthv of note when
employing this tvpe of rectifier. are listed below.

(l) Fuses of suitable rating should be included
in the anode circuit of each rectifier. this safe-
guards both the rectifiers and associated com-
poDents in the event of a breakdown.

(2) The rectifiers must not be placed in strong
RF fields.

(3) RF must not be allowed to reach the
anodes of the rectifiers. If the two latter points
are not observed trouble may be experienced due
to flashover wjthin the rectifiers. However.
normal screening in the transmitter together with
HT decoupling is generally adequate in preventing
this.

(4) Free circulation of air must be allowed
around thc rectifiers for cooling purposes,

56 Quer;r Corner te

IBules
(1) A nominal fe of l/- will be made for

eacn query.
(2) Queries on any subiect relating to

t€hnical radio or el€trical matreE
will be acepted though ir will nor be
possible to provide @mplere circuit
diagrams for the more complex reeiven,
trmmitters and the like.

(3) Complete circuits of equipmenr may
be submitted to us before construction
is ommened, This will ensure that
component values are corr@t and that
the circuit is theoretically sound,

(4) All- queries will receive critical scrutiny
and rcplies will be as comprehensive c
possible.

(5) Corespondence to be addressed ro'j 
Query Comer," Radio Construc'tor,

5J, Maida Vale, Paddingron, London,
w.9.

(Q A selection of rhosc queries with thc
more_ _general interest will be repro-
duccd in these pages each month.
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

RI, 1M 12 

R2, 50,000 12 

R3, 1,000 S1 

R4, 1,000 12 

R5, 50,000 S2 

R6, 150 12 

R7, 700 1Z 

BATTERY OPERATED AMPLIFIER 
Component Values 

Cl, 1.0µF 
C2, 0.05µF 
C3, 0.005µF 
C4, 50µF, 25V 

V1, HL23 
V2, QP25 

Battery Powered Amplifier.: 
" As I live in a district in which there are no 
electric main supplies we are compelled to rely 
upon batteries for the source of power. Up to the 
present I have used a sound -box type of gramo- 
phone, but I would like to construct a battery - 
powered amplifier for use with a gramophone 
pick -up. This should provide increased volume 
and a much improved tonal response. Can you 
recommend a suitable amplifier circuit? " 

G. Drake, Basingstoke. 
There will be many readers in similar circum- 

stances who will find the following details of a 
two -stage battery- powered amplifier of interest. 
Such an amplifier may be built into a small case 
together with its associated loudspeaker and a 

clockwork gramophone motor. A gramophone 
of this type is entirely self -contained and is capable 
of combining good quality reproduction with an 
output power that approaches 1 watt on peaks. 

The circuit consists of a triode amplifier which 
parallel -feeds a push -pull input transformer, 
which, in turn, drives a quiscent push -pull double 
pentode. This form of output valve is a develop- 
ment of the class " B " double triode which was so 
popular about fifteen years ago. The double 
pentode operates with a DC grid bias which 
approaches the anode current cut -off value, thus 
providing a maximum economy in HT current 
consumption. It has the advantage over the 

Transformers : 

Push-pull Input Transformer, ratio 1:4 centre 
tapped. 
Output Transformer. Optimum load of QP25 is 
16,000 

class `.` B " valve in that the maximum output 
power is obtained without grid current, thus 
avoiding the use of a special driver transformer. 
The grid bias is obtained by means of a resistor 
connected in the negative HT lead; this resistor is 
shunted by a high capacity. The time constant of 
this circuit is such that the bias is held reasonably 
constant during transients in speech or music. 
This is not the case however, if the amplifier is 
required to provide constant output when driven 
by a pure tone. For applications of this nature 
the use of battery bias is essential. The overall 
gain of the amplifier is sufficient to allow an output 
power of about 1 watt peak to be obtained when 
it is driven by a standard moving iron or crystal 
pick -up. 

THE EDITORS INVITE . . 

Constructional articles suitable for 

publication in this journal. Prospective 

writers, particularly new . writers, are 
invited to apply for our " Guide to the 

writing of Constructional Articles " which 

will be sent on request. This guide will 

prove of material assistance to those who 

aspire to journalism and will make article 
writing a real pleasure ! 
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BATIERY OPERATED AMPLIFIER

R I ,  1 M  C )
R2, 50,000 o
R3. 1.000 c)
R4, r,000 c)
R5.50.000 c)
R6, r50 C)
R7,700 Q

T/I, HL23
Y2, QPzs
Battery Powered AmPlifier.

" As I live in a district in which there are no

electric nain supplies ue arc conpelleil to rely

upon baneries for the source of pmer- L)p to the

iresent I haue used a sound-box type of gramo-

phone, but I uould l ike to conslruet q batterJt-'ponpred 
amplifer for use with a gramophone'pick-up. 

This should prouide inercased rolume

ind a-much improaed tonal response. Can you

recommend a suitable amplifier circuit'! "
G. Drahe. Basingstoke-

There t'ill be many readers in sirnilar circum-

stances who v'ill find the following details of a

two-stage battery-powered amplifier of int-erest.

Such an amplifier may be built into a small case

tosether wiih its associated loudspeaker and a

clo."ckwork gramophone motor. A gramophole

of this type ii entirely self-containeil and is capable

of conbining good quality reproduction with an

output power that approaches I s'att on peaks.

The circuit consists of a triode anplifier which

prallel-teeds a push-pull input transformer,

ihi.h, i" lun, drives a quiscent push-pull double

Dentode. This fotm of output valve is a develop-

inent ofthe class " B " double triode t'hich was so

popular about f ifteen years ago. The double

p"itod* operates with a DC grid bias whieh

approaeheJ the anode curent cut-off value, thus

pioviding a maximum economy in HT current

"oorompiioo. 
Ir has the advantage over the

Cl .  l .0u I -
C 2 . 0 . 0 5 u F
C3. 0.005rrF
C 4 , 5 0 p F , 2 5 V

Trarcforners :
pu"11-pull Input Transformer, ratio l:4 centre

topped.
Ouiput Trarcformer. Optimum load of QP25 is

r6,000

class 
'.'B 

" valve in that the maximum outPut

power is obtained without grid curent, thus

avoidinq tbe use of a special driver lransformer'

The erial bias is obtained by means of a resistor

connJcted in the negative HT lead; this resistor is

shunted by a high capacity. The time constant of

this circuii is sulh that the bias is held reasonably

constant during transients in speech or music.

This is not the case however' if the amplifier is

required to prowide constant output rvhen driven

bv a oure tone. For applications of this natue

the  u ie  o f  ba t te ry  b ias- i i  essent ia l .  The overa l l

sain of the amplif ier is sufficient to allow au output

iower of about I watl peak to be obtained wheu

it is driven bt a standrd moving iron or crystal

pick-up.

THE EDITORS INYITE . .
I Coretructional uticle suitable for

publimtion in this journal. Prospmtive

witers, particularly new . witerso are

inviteil to apply for ou " Guide to the

witing of Comtructional .Articles " which

will be sent on request. This guiile will

prove of material rissistrnce to those who

aspird to jouulisn mil will male article

miting a real pleasure l
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RF27 UNIT 

THE HE 27 unit is apparently being very exten- 
sively used by a great number of " hams " 
for 5 -6 metre working, and is proving very 

successful. These units are also cheap and easy to 
obtain. Its original use was as a plug -in unit to the 
1355 IF amplifier and CRT unit, with which the 
24 -25 -26 units were also used in the Gee system. 

The complete original circuit is given in Fig. 1, 
and as will be seen, the capacitors are in series 
with the coil, giving improved results on VHF 
with larger tuning inductors. 

It is necessary to modify the oscillator stage to 
the circuit as shown in Fig. 2. This incorporates a 
VR150 /30 stabiliser, a very desirable refinement 
on weak signals and variable mains. The modifi- 
cations to the oscillator are as follows: An 
Eddystone, or similar VHF choke is inserted in 
place of R13, R9 being also removed. HT+ to 

Conversion to plug -in coils 
and Earthed Grid RF Stage 

By J. TAYLOR 

the anode of the EC52 is obtained through R16 
and the choke. R16 is a 5 watt type, and becomes 
quite warm in operation; it has been left well clear 
of the coil to minimise possible frequency drift. 

The IF of this unit is about 7.7 Mcs., but it can 
be varied between 6 to 8 Mcs. by adjustment of 
the iron core (L6), the wax being first removed. 
This should be replaced once a suitable spot has 
been found, preferably one free of QRM. It has 
been found with the writer's unit that no pick -up 
of unwanted signals was noticed, this being due in 
a large measure to the use of a very short co -axial 
cable between the unit and main receiver, the 
604 -with a good earth on the outer screening of 
the cable. . 

To commence reconstructional details of the 
unit, first of all slacken the coupling between the 
dial and first RF stage, and loosen the screw 

Another "Radio Constructor" surplus gear conversion article 

RF 27 U NIT

fftHLj 2i unit is apparently l)eing ver\ exten-
I sively used by a great numbei of .; haros "- 

for- 5-6_metre working, and is prov-ing very
euccessful. These units are-also cheai and isv to
obta in .  l t s  o r iq ina l  use  was as  a  p lug- io  oo1,  t  

- ,0 "

1355 IF amplifier and CRT unit, with which the
24-25-26 units u.ere also used in the Gee system.

The conplete original circuit is given in Fig. I,
and as will be seen, the capacitors are in sJries
with the coil, giving improved results on VHF
with larger tuning inductors.

It is necessary to modify the oscillator stage to
the circuit as shown in Fig. 2. This incorporaies a
VRf50/30 stabiliser, a very desirable refinement
on weak signals and variable mains. The nodifi-
cations to the oscil lator are as follorvs: -ln
Eddystone, or similar VHF choke is inserted in
place of Rl3, R9 being also removed. HTf to

Convers ion to  p lug- in  co i ls
and Earthed Grid RF Staqe
Bv J. TAYLOR

the anode of the EC52 is obtained throueh RI6
and the choke. Rl6 is a 5 warr type, and blcomes
quite wam in operationl it has been left well clear
of the coil to minimise possible frequency drift.

The IF of this unit is about ?.? Mcs.. but it can
be varied between 6 to I Mcs, bv adiustment of
the iron core (L6), the wax being fuit removed.
This should be replaced once a suitable spot has
been found, preferably one free of QRM. It has
been found with the writer's unit thai no pick-up
of unwanted signals was noticed, this being due in
a large measure to the use o[ a very short co-axia]
cable between the unit and main reeeiver. the
604-rvith a good eartb on the outer sereening of
the cable.

To comhence reconstructional details of the
unit, frst of all slacken the coupling between the
dial and first RF stage, and loosen the gcre*'

Another "Radio Const iuctor"  surplus gedr conversion art ic le
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Fig. 1. The Original Circuit. 
Component Values 

R1, 6, 2,200 Q 
R2; 3, 11, 10,000 Q 
R4, 150 Q 
RS, 47,000 Q 
R7, 12, 100,000 Q 
R8, 1,000 Q 
R9, 470 S2 

R10, 100 Q 
R13, 5,600 S2 

R14, 56 Q 

C6, 13.51212.F 
C7, 6.5µµF 
C13, 33, 100p4LF 
C17, 31, 7.5µµF 
C24, 10µµF 
C28, 20µµF 

V1, CV66 (RL37) 
V2, VR136 (EF54) 
V3, VR136 (EF54) 
V4, VR137 (EC52) 

Coils for 5-metres 

Cl, 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19,20, 21, 22, L3, 4 turns 
23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 34, 500µµF L5, 3 turns 
C3, 16, 30, 15µµF L6, Existing Coil 
C4, 5, 32, 3 -gang, 75µ4iF each section. L3A, see Fig. 5 

R16 

Fig. 2 
Oscillator Modifications 

Additional components are 
V5 (VR1503/0 -), C35 (81iF 
electrolytic), RFC5 and R16 
(10,000 S2, 5 watt). 
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-!'ig. l. Tfu Original Circuit.
Component Values

Rr, 6, 2,200 c)
R2;3 ,  l l .  Io ,o0o Q
R4, r50 Q
R5,47,000 c)
R?,12, 100,000 c)
R8" r,000 c)
R9,470 c)
Rl0, r00 ()
Rr3, 5,600 c)
Rl4, 56 c)
cL, 2, 8,9, 10, l l ,  12, 14, 15, 18. 19,.20, 2r. 22
2s,25, 26, 27, 29, 34, 500ppF
C3, 16, 30' lSppF
C4, 5, 32, 3-gang, 75pp I- each sectiort.

C6, l3.5ppF
C i , 6 .SppF
C13, 33, l00.u1,rl''
C17, 31, 7 .Sppl'
C21, 10p1tF
C28^ 20ppF

vr, cv66 (RL37)
v2, vRr36 (EFSl)
v3, vRr36 (EF'A)
vt". v Rr37 (ECs2)

Coils for S-metres

L3, \ turns
15. 3 rrrrns
L6, Existing Coil
L3,4, see lrig. S

Fig. 2
Oscillator M odif.cations

Adilitional components are
Vs (VRrso3l0-), c3s (BpF
elutrolytic), RFCS and. Rl6
(10,000 O, 5 uaa).



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
holding the dial on. It will then slide off through 
a hole in the side. 

The handle must be removed, also the co -ax 
socket, the small trimmer capacitor, and several 
screws which secure the panel. A new panel was 
next cut and drilled to suit the dials, etc. This 
operation must be left to individual requirements 
for those who wish to utilise components to hand. 
The writer could suggest the use of a really good 
slow- motion dial in the absence of bandspread. 

We come now to the coil modification, and 
commencing with the oscillator stage, remove the 
coil, noting the original connections. Next drill 
two 1" holes, their centre being 1" apart, as are all 
the coil holes, with the far hole, looking at the 
unit from the front, being as close as possible to 
the trimmer C30 (Fig. I). All other component 
positions will be given as viewed from the front. 

Before proceeding further, all the solder tags, 
except the one on the first EF54 RF stage, must 
be removed from coil bases, put on the coil- holder 
screws, and then bent up to a vertical position, 
(Fig. 6), to clear sides of the holes. The original 
connections should be left on the tags. 

Next the mixer stage coil is removed, and the 
two original bolt holes enlarged to r dia., also the 
punched -out earthing point, which is directly 
under and in the centre of the original coil, must 
be bent up and cut off with a pair of side cutters. 
The wide end of the hole thus left is used to pass 
a bolt through in order to hold the coil base in 
place. It will be found just possible to fit this base 
in after first removing the two valve retaining 
rings. A solder tag is fitted under the bolt before 
finally fixing the base, and the earth wire from the 
mixer tuning capacitor transferred to this tag. 

Now follows the RF stage, when again the coil 
is removed as before. A tip here -if the nuts in 

L2 

Fig. 4. Circuit for use with end fed aerial. L is 
8 turns on i-" diam. Ll is.2 turns on " diam. and 
C is 10012.p.F 

your unit are difficult to move, a hot soldering iron 
applied to each one will quickly loosen them. This 
system is used with all dismantling of surplus 
units. Here again, the earth tag is cut out, and the 
hole utilised to hold, the coil base, and another 
solder tag placed under the nut, and the earth 
wire transferred to it as before. The one original 
solder tag left on the coil base here is the left hand 
one, again looking from the front. This goes to the 
stator of the RF tuning capacitor. 

The other coil in this stage is removed, and not 
used, and a one -way solder tag bar is fitted above 
the position occupied by this coil, and bolted to 
the nut holding the paxolin panel in place on the 
preceeding screen. C3 is soldered to this tag -the 
photos show the general position of this corn- 

Fig. 3. Earthed Grid RF 
Stage 

Rl, 150 i 
R2, 4,700 Ç 

Cl, 200µµF 
C2, 15µµF 
C3, 30µµF 
C4, 100µµF 
C5, 100µµF 
LI, 3 turns, with 1_- turn 
link for 80 1l feeder (not 
shown) 
L2, 8 turns 
V1, CV66 
RFC1 -4, see text 

Pin connections for CY66: 
C4 (1) Heater, (2) Grid, 

(3) Grid, (4) Anode, 
(5) Anode, (6) Grid, 

C256 (7) Grid, (8) Cathode; 
(9) Heater 
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holding the dial on. It rvil l  then slide off throush
a hole in thc side.

The hardle must be rernor.ed, also the co-ax
socket- the small trimrner capacitor, antl ser-eral
scre*'s g'hich secure the panel. A nerv panel r-as
nelt cut and dril led to suit the dials, etc. This
operation musl be left to individual requirements
lo r  lhose r r  ho  w i ;h  to  u t i l i se  

" r -no^" r i s  
to  hand.

Tbe ur i te r  cou ld  suggest  the  use  o f  a  rea l l r  good
slory-motion dial in the absence ol bandspiead.

$-e corne no\r to the coil modification. and
commencin€( trith fhe oscillator stage, remove the
, 'o i l .  no t i r rg  the  or ig ina l  eonnecr ions .  - \ex t  d r i l l
tv'o j." holes, their ccntre being l" apart, as are all
the coil holes, rvith the far hole, looking at the
un i t  f ronr  the  f ron l .  be ing  as  c lose  as  po is ib le  ro
the trimmer C30 (Fig. l). All other cornponent
positions rrill be given as viel'ed from the liont.

Before proceeding further, all the solder tags.
pxLep l  the  one on  thc  f i rs t  EF5t  RF s tage,  mu-s t
be remor cd from coil bases. put on the coil-boldcr
wer r  s .  and I  hen l ren l  up  I  o  a  r  e r t  iea l  pos i t ion .
(F ig .  O) .  lo  e leur  s ides  o f  the  ho les .  The or is inu l
connt.ctions should be left on the tags.

Next the nixer stage coil is removed, and the
two original bolt holes enlarged to 2r." dia., also the
puched-out earthing point" which is directlv
under  and in  the  cen l re  o [  the  or ig ina l  co i l .  n rus i
be bent up and cut off r ' i th a pairlf side cutters.
The wide end of the hole thus left is used to oass
a bolt through in order to hold the coil bas-e in
place. It v-ill be found just possible to fit this base
in after first removing the two valve retainins
rings. .\ solder tag is f itted under the bolt before
finally fixing the base, and the earth *-ire from the
rnixer tuning capacitor transfened to this tag.

Norr {bllorvs the RF stage, when again the coil
is removed as before. A tip here-if tbe nuts in

|-ig. 1. Circuit for use with enil-fed aerial. L is
B tu rns  on  f ; "  , t iam.  L l  i s  2  t r rns  on  ! "  d iam.  and
C is IOOppF

vou unit are difficult to move, a hot soldering iron
applied to each one wil l quickly loosen them. This
system is used r.ith all dismantling of suplus
units. Here again, the earth tag is cut out, and the
hole utilised to hold the coil base, and another
solder tag placed under the Dur, and the eartb
wire transferred to it as before. The one original
solder tag left on the coil hase here is the lefr land
one, again looking from the front. This goes to the
stator of the RF tuning capacitor.

The other coil in this stage is removed, and not
used, and a one-way solder tag bar is fitted above
the position ocrupied b;' this-coil. and bolted to
the nut holding the paxolin panel in place on the
preceeding screen. C3 is soldered to this tag-the
photos shoru the general position of this com-

c26l

Fig. 3. Earthed Griil RF
Stage

Rr, r50 c)
R2. 4,?00 c)

LJA 
cl ,2ooppF
C2, lippF

n\/  C3.30uuFvY 
C4, ldoj,pF
C5, r0OppF
Ll, 3 turns, with l"! nrn
Iink for 80 {l feeder (not
shwn)
L2, B turns
VI, CV66

RFCI-4, see tert

Pin connections for CV66 :
(t) Heater, (2) Grid,
(3) crid, (4) Amde,
(5) Anode, (6) Griil,
(7) Crid, (8) Cathoile;
(9) Huter

u
L
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Top view of the modified unit. 

ponent. To complete the modification to this RF 
stage, a piece of paxolin or other rod of 1-ii" x " is 
drilled at each end, or right through would be 
better, with a *" drill. Next, one end is tapped, 
and this end bolted to the right angle end of the 
unit on the extreme right. Here, again, the photos 
show this clearly. A hole drilled and tapped is 
required at the side of the other end; this serves 
to make the coupling coil L variable both up and 
down, and from left to right, to accomodate all 
sizes of coil. A detailed drawing of this is shown 
in Fig. 6. 

A co -ax socket is fitted in the mixer stage, and 
soldered to C24 from which the original co -ax 
cable to the six-pin plug is removed. Incidentally, 
this plug is also removed; HT and LT connections 
going straight to their respective- points. This plug 

To C 3 

Fig. 5. 

C 263 

is in the way of the larger oscillator coils when on 
the television band, etc. It is just possible to 
reach 30 Mes. with a 13 turn coil, which would 
have to be made up. 

As there will be variation in the wiring of 
readers units, no definite dial readings can be 
given. The five metre band on the writer's unit 
occupied about a quarter of the dial in the centre. 

For those who do not wish to make these 
extreme modifications, an alternative to re- 
winding the original coils is to insert an iron core. 

` .ÌÌ 
C264 % 

OT 

Fig. 6. 

B = Coil Base T = New tags 
S = Sockets OT = Original tags 
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Top dm, of the moilified unit.

ponent. To cornplete the rnodification to this RF'
-rtage, a pirce o{ paxolin or other rod of l l" x ;" is
drilled at cach end. or right through rrould be
better. r ' i th a -1" dri l l . \ext, one end is tapped.
and this end bolted to the right angie end of the
unit on the extrerne right. Here, again. the photos
.show this clearly. A hole drilled and tapped is
required at the side ol the othtr end; this serves
to make the coupling coil L variable both up and
down, and from left to right, to :rccornodate all
sizes of coil. A detailed drarving of this is shorrn
in Fig. 6.

A co-ax socket is fitted in the nixer stage. and
soldered to C24 from rvhich the orisinal co-ax
eab le  to  thc  s ix -p in  p lug  is  remored.  lnc ident r l l r .
this plug is also rernoved, IIT and LT connections
uoing straight to th(,ir respectiv6 points. This plug

is in the n'ay of the larger oscil lator coils l 'hen on
the telcvision band, etc. It is just possible to
reach 30 Mcs. *-ith a lll turn coil. rvhich lrould
have to be made up.

|s there will be variation in the *-iring of
readers units, no definite dial readings can be

sivtn. The five metre band on the n-riter's unit
occupied about a quarter of the dial in the centre.

For those rvho do not rvish to rnake these
extreme nodifications, an alternative to re-
s ind ing  the  or ig ina l  co i l s  i s  to  iuser t  an  i ron  core .

Fig. 6.

B - Coil Base T - New togs
S : Soclcets OT : Original tags

To EARTH

I,' ig. 5.



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
The EGT RF stage (Fig. 3), has been found to 

give very considerable gain with less increase in 
noise over several other types of RF stage. The 
circuit as shown in Fig. 3, requires the use of an 
80 ohm feeder from a 5 metre dipole or. beam. 

For an end -on type of aerial, Fig 4 must be 
used; about 8 turns of 16 SWG tinned copper 
wire tuned by a 100µµF capacitor will be suitable. 

The CV66 valve, or RL37, has an amplification 
factor of 98. If this is not available, the EC52 
could be used, or the CV6 horned triode, both of 
which perform quite well in this circuit. For those 
interested in the 144 Mes. unit described in May 
Short Wave News (Vol. 3, No. 5), it is noted that 
the TR 3566 trans- receiver contains both the 
EGT stage described here, and the valves and 
other components for the 144 Mcs. oscillator. 

To return to the EGT stage, it is very important 
to include the heater chokes RFC1 and 2, as these 
maintain the correct input capacity. They are 
both wound with 24 SWG wire, and of about 50 
turns on a }" dia. rod, the two being interwound. 
The two VHF chokes, 2 and 4 also are r x 1#" 
and wound with about 60 turns of 24 SWG. They 
are drilled and tapped at the end and fixed in an 
upright position, the bottom of RFC3 going to the 
cathode, and the stator on the C2, and one end of 
the 3 turn coil, Ll. The top, of RFC4 supports the 
100 µµF capacitor C5, the other end of which is 
soldered to the rotor of C4. HT+ is applied to the 
top of RFC4. The resistor Rl, it will be seen, is 
made variable. This is a 500 ohm midget type, and 

was used to get the optimum value, its normal 
value being 150 ohms. Should it not be required to 
use the RF stage in its inverted form, the coils can 
be used by drilling two holes to pass their connec- 
tion- through the chassis in the ordinary way. The 
connection between the EGT stage and the first 
RF stage of the 27 unit is via a Philips concentric 
30 µµF capacitor C3, mounted on an Eddystone 
insulated tag bolted to the screening between the 
first two stages. 

A clip of two r lengths of 16 SWG copper wire 
soldered together on a short length of flex serves 
as a means of selecting the best tapping on L2. 
This has been found to be near the capacitor end. 
The setting of C3 is best carried out with a non- 
metallic instrument, and will be found to be 
critical, the. best indication being given on the S 
metre with a signal tuned in. 

A slow- motion dial is not essential for C4. The 
writer used a 6 -1 epicyclic type for finer adjust- 
ment. An 8 turn coil will bring in 5 metres at 
about 30° on the dial, resonance being indicated 
by an increase in the noise level. 

Acknowledgement is due to Mr. G. Elliot for his 
modifications to the oscillator, which have been 
used in this unit, also to G3AAT for his help in the 
supplying of the base connections and operating 
conditions of the CV66. 

The writer would, like to point out from ex- 
perience that one needs great patience to receive 
that first signal on 5, after which it seems simple. 

The modified unit viewed from underneath. 
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The EGT RF stage (Fig. 3), has been found to
give very considerable gain with less increase in
noise over several other tlpes of RF stage. The
circuit as shown in Fig. 3. requires the use of au
80 ohm feeder from a 5 netre dipole or beam. 

..
For an end-on t)?e of aerial, Fig 4 must be

used; about I turns of 16 SWG tinned copper
wire tuned by a lOOppF capacitor will be suita6le,

The CV66 valve, or RL3?, has an anolification
factor of 98. If this is not available, ihe ECSZ
could be used, or the CV6 horned triode, both of
which perform quite well in this circuit. For those
interested in the 144 Mcs. unit described in Mav
Shor t  Wave News (Vo l .3 ,  No.5) .  i t  i s  no ted  tha i
the TR 356b trans-receiver contains both the
EGT stage described here, and the valves and
other components for the 144 Mcs. oscillator.

To retun to the EGT stage, it is very importanr
to include the heater chokes RFCI and 2, as these
maintain the correct input capacity. They are
both womcl with 24 SWG wire, and of about 50
tuns on a l" dia. rod, the two being interwound.
The two VHF chokes, 2 and 4 also are I" x l*'
and wound with about 60 tuns of 2{ SWi;. Tb;
re ilrilled and tapped at the end and fixed in ai
upright position, the bottom of RFC3 going to the
eathode, and the stator ou the C2, and one end of
the 3 turn coil, Ll. The top of RFC4 Eupports the
100 /rpF capacitor C5, the other end of which is
eoldereil to the rotor of C4. HT{ is applied to the
top of RFC4. The resistor Rl, it will be seen, is
made variable. This is a 500 ohm midget tvpe. and

was used to get the optimum value, its normal
value being 150 ohms. Should it not be required to
use the RF stage in its inverted form, the coils can
be used by drilling two holes to pass their connec-
tion tbrough the chassis in the ordinary way. The
comection between the EGT .tus" uod th" fimt
RF stage of the 2? unit is via a P[i l ips concentrie
30 ppF capacitor C3, mounted on an Eddystone
insulated tag bolted to the screening between the
first two stagesi

A clip of two f" lengths of 16 SWG copper wire
soldered together on a short length of flex serves
as a means of selecting the best tapping on L2.
This has been found to be near the canacitor end.
The setting o[ C3 is best carried out uith a non-
metallic instrument, and will be found to be
critical, the best indication being given on the S
metre $'ith a signal tuneil in,

A slor-motion dinl is not essential for C4. The
rriter used a 6-l epicyclie tlpe for finer adjust-
ment. An 8 twn coil I'ill brins in 5 metres at
about 30 on the dial, re"onaoci beins indicat.ed
hr  an  inereasc  in  lhc  no ise  leve l .

Acknowledgement is due to Mr. G. Elliot for his
rnodifications to the oscillator, which have been
used in this unil, also ro G3AAT'for his help in the
supplying of the base connections and opLating
cond i t ions  o f  the  CVo6.  I

The rriter would like to Doint out from ex-
perience that one needs great patience to receive
tbat f irst signal on 5, aftir rvhich it seems simpie,
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LOGICAL FAULT FINDING 
The second in a series of articles to assist the 
home constructor in tracing and curing faults 

By J. R. DAVIES 
Modulation Hum. 

WHAT causes modulation hum? I think 
that the best method of describing the 
cause is to say that at some point in the 

RF section of the receiver, (usually where non- 
linear amplification takes place such as in a 
detector, frequency change or in correctly biassed 
IF or RF amplifier), an RF field becomes affected 
by some conductor nearby carrying a 50 cycle, 
(o3 100 cycle, after full-wave rectification), current 
or ripple, thereby causing a form of modulation. 
The effect may be caused occasionally by the 
aerial lead being in close proximity to mains 
wiring. Usually, however, the cause lies in the 
chassis itself, combined with a peculiar set of 
circumstances in the house in which the set is 
being used. (Very often a set with bad mains 
modulation works perfectly when the set is put on 
the servicing bench in another building.) 

The cure for mains modulation is usually not to 
decouple any RF components to by -pass the mains 
voltages (a difficult task), but rather .to decouple 
any mains voltages so as to by -pass RF currents. 

'The are usually very simple and con- 
sist mainly of adding 0.01µF capacitors at what 
may be described as certain strategic points of the 
circuit. 

Fig. 4 shows the circuits and procedure to adopt. 
First of all, we should try connecting a 0.011F 
capacitor between one side of the mains input and 
the chassis of the set, preferably using the side of 

th-e mains that is switched. See Fig. 4(a). (If an 
AC /DC set is used, the 0.01µF capacitor may be 
connected across the mains input.) 

If this does not succeed in eliminating the mains 
modulation, we try two capacitors, as shown in 
Fig. 4(b). Should this not work, capacitors 
should be connected as shown in Fig. 4(c), 
between the anodes of the rectifier and chassis. 

Finally, as a last resort, an 0.01µF capacitor 
can be connected between the cathode of the 
rectifier and chassis. See Fig. 4(d). 

It must be pointed out that, of the cures men- 
tioned above and shown in the diagrams in Fig. 4, 
only one is necessary, and not a combination of 
two or more of the circuits shown. 

The capacitors used in Figs. 4 (a) -(c) should 
have a working voltage of at least 750 volts, 
preferably 1,000 volts, owing to the strain under 
which they work. 

These remedies should shift the most obstinate 
of modulation hum troubles. It may happen, 
however, that with a tightly coupled aerial circuit, 
mains modulation may be caused at " the other 
end " or the receiver. In this case, a filter circuit 
for the aerial should be tried as in Fig. 4(e) or (f), 
using the circuit of Fig. 4(f) only after that of 
Fig. 4(e) has been tried. 

The cures for mains modulation represent some 
of the very few cases in which the circuit of a 
commercial receiver should be altered in any way 
so as to effect a repair. 

' 
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Fig. 4. (a -d) Methods of adding capacitors to power unit circuits to combat modulation hum. Those 
capacitors shown in (a) to (c) should have a working voltage of at least 750, preferably 1,000 volts. The 

value of the additional capacitors is 0.01µF, 
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LCGICAL FAULT FINDING
The second in a series of articles to assist the
home constructor in traci.ng and curing faults

BY J .  R.
yo6o1.1g6a Hrrm.

IIAT causes modulation hum? I think
that the best method of describing the
cause is to say that at some point in the

RF section of the receiver, (usually where non-

Iinear anplification takes place such as in a

detector, frequency change or in correctly biassed

IF or RF amplifier), an RF field becomes affected

by sone conductor nearby carrying a 50 cycle.
(or 100 cycle, after full-rvave rectification)' curent

or ripple, thereby causing a form of modulation.

The effect may be caused occasionally by the

aerial lead being in close proximity to mains

wiring. Usually, however, the cause lies in the

chassis itself, conbined with a peculiar set of

circumstances in the house in which the set is

being used. (Ver1 often a set w'ith bad mains

nodulation works perfectly t'hen the set is put on

the servicing bench in another building')

The cure lor mains modulation is usually not to

decouple any RF components to by-pass the mains

voltages (a diflicult task), but rather to decouple

any mains voltages so as to by-pass RF currents.
'The 

remedies are usually very simple and con-

sist mainly of adding 0.0lpF capacitors at what

may be described as certain strateqic points of the

circuit,
Fig. 4 shows the circuits and procedure to adopt.

I.irst of all, we should try connecting a 0.0lpF
capacitor betrveen one side ofthe mains input and
the chassis of the set, preferably using the side of

DAVr ES
the mains that is srvitched. See Fig. 4(a). (If an
AC/DC set is useil, the 0.01pF capacitor may be
connected across the mains input.)

If this does not succeed in eliminating the mains
modulation, we try tuo capacitors, as shown in
Fig. a@). Should this not work, capacitors
should be connected as shown in Fig. 4(c),
betl'een the anodes of the rectifier and chassis.

Finally, as a last resort, an 0.0lpF capacitor
can be connected between the cathode of the
rectif ier and chassis. See Fig.4(d).

It must be pointed out that, of the cures nen-
tioned above and shown in the diagrams in Fig. 4,
only one is necessary, and not a combination of
t$'o or more of the circuits shown.

The capacitors used in Figs. 4 (a)-(c) should
have a rvorking voltage of at least 750 volts,
preferably 1,000 volts, orving to the strain under
which they work.

These remedies should shift the most obstinate
of modulation hum troubles. It may happen,
however, that with a tightly coupled aerial circuit,
mains modulation may be caused at " the other
end " ol" the receiver. In this case, a filter cirruit
fbr the aerial should be tried as in Fig. a(e) or (f),
using the circuit of Fig. a(f) only after that of
Fig. a(e) has been tried.

The cues for mains nodulation represent some
of the very fel' cases in which the circuit of a
commercial receiver should be altered in anv way
so as I.o effect a repair.

@

Fig. a, @-d) Method,s of adding capacitors to pouer unit circuits to combat nodulation hum. Thase
capatitors. showi in (a) to (c) shoulil haue a ugyking a,ohage of at least -750, 

preferably 1,000 uolts. The
aalue of the additional capacitors is 0.0lpF,
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 
" Oscillator Wobble." 

" Oscillator wobble" is caused, quite simply, 
by a slight ripple in the HT line, unnoticeable as a 
hum in the speaker, but of sufficient intensity to 
cause the oscillator of a superhet to change its 
frequency at the frequency of the tipple. It 
usually occurs on the short -wave bands, because 
a small change in oscillator frequency makes a 
large difference in signal strength on these baííds. 
It occurs mainly in a set where the smoothing 
components have become somewhat inefficient. 
It sometimes shows up as a " gurgle," instead of a 
hum, as though the person speaking needed to 
clear his throat. The effect is more pronounced 
when the set is slightly off tune. 

The cure is to increase the efficiency of the 
receiver smoothing circuits, or to add extra 
decoupling to the oscillator anode, Fig. 5, using 
whichever is the simpler course. 

Chassis 

C267 

Fig. 4. (e f) In the very occasional cases Where 
mains modulation is caused in the aerial circuit, the 
addition of components as shown in (e) and (f) will 
cure the trouble. Value of R is 5,000 S2. L is the 
aerial coupling coil. " X " is the lead originally 
connected to aerial terminal. 
530 

Fig. 5. (a) A typical circuit, often used in practise, 
wherein may lie the cause of " oscillator wobble 
(see text). (b) The addition of an extra smoothing 
circuit for the oscillator anode. The additional 
capacitor may be an electrolytic component if of 
good quality. (L is the Feedback Coil and R is 
approx. 20,000 S2). 

Hum Due to Stray Magnetic Fields. 
This is a fault that will cause little trouble in 

domestic receivers, except in the rare cases where 
an iron -cored inter -valve transformer is used, yet 
which can be very troublesome in high gain AF 
amplifiers. The magnetic field causing the 
trouble is found around the mains transformer and 
smoothing choke (or speaker field). All other 
transformers, except the speaker transformer, 
should have their axes at right angles to these 
first two components; and they should also be at 
some distance from them. The transformers may 
be shielded by soft -iron or "mu- metal" covers. 
if necessary. 

A magnetic pick -up will occasionally be sensitive 
to alternating magnetic fields, these coming 
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" Oscillator Wobble."
" Oscil lator r.obble " is causedo quite simpl;.

by a slight ripple in the HT line, unnoticeable as a
hum in the speaker, but of sulficient intensity to
cause the oscillator of a superhet to chuge its
frequency at the iiequency of the ripple. It
usuallv occurs on the short-wave bgnds, because
a small change in oscillator frequency makes a
large difference in signal strength on these bands.
It occurs .mainlv in a set I'here the smoothing
components have become some\rhat inefficient.
It sometimes shows up as a " gurgle," instead of a
hum, as though the persor speaking needed to
clear his throat. The effect is more pronounced
when the  se t  i s  s l igh t ly  o f f  tune.

The cue is to increase the efficiency of the
receiver smoothing circuitso or to add extra
decoupling to the oscillator anode, Fig, 5, using
rYhichever is the sirnpler couse.

f - - -' ! i

+̂̂
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Fig. a. @f) ln the rery occasional cases where
mains mod,ulation is caused in the aerial circuit, the
aililition of comporcnts as shornin(e) and (f) uiII
cure the trouble. Value of R is 5,000 O. L is rhe
aerial coupling coil. the lead originally
connected io aerial terminal.
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f';g. 5. (a) A typical circuit, often useil in practise.
wherein may lie the cause of " oscillator uobble,,
(see text). (b) The oddition of an extra smoothing
circuit for the oscillator anode. The additionil
capacitor may be an electrolytic conponent if of
good. quality. (L is the Feeilback Coil and R is
(rppror. 20.000 O).

Ifu Due to Stray Magnetic Fields.

This is a fault that will cause little trouble in
domestic receivi:rs, except in the rare cases lyhere
an iron-cored inter-valve transformer is used. vel
.vbich can be very troublesome in high gain AF
ampliGers. The nagnetic field causing the
trouble is found around the mains transforner and
smoothing choke (or speaker field), All other
transformers. except the speaker transformer.
should have their axes at right angles to these
6rst two componentsl and they should also be at
some distance from them. The transformers mav
be shielded b1' soft-iron or ' '  mu-metal " covers.
if neeessary.

A magnetic pick-up will occasionally be sensitive
to alternating magnetic fields, these coming

t o r t h

Chassis
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sometimes from the gramophone motor itself! A 
steel motor -board mounting, or steel turntable, 
will usually effectively " screen " these two 
components from each other, however. 

Hum Induced Mechanically. 
When the laminations of a mains transformer 

become loose they usually make themselves heard 
as a 100 cycle note, the sound being easily located. 
The author has, however, come across a case 
where a transformer has been vibrating silently 
(at 50 cycles) and has caused the tuning capacitor 
to vibrate also, giving the symptoms of " oscillator 
wobble." This last case is very isolated. The 
cure for loose or vibrating laminations is to 
thoroughly tighten the lamination- mounting 
bolts of the transformer, and, as a last resort, 
insert little wooden wedges between the lamina- 
tions as they enter the centre hole of the winding, 
and the inside edge of the bobbin. It is not 
adviseable to apply shellac varnish to the bobbin 
of the transformer. 

A loose speaker field or hum-bucking coil may 
occasionally cause an irritating hum. The 
remedy is, of course, obvious. 

SUMMARY 
Hum. 
1. Hum Due to Bad Smoothing. 

(ay Check electrolytic capacitors. 
(b) Check rectifier. 
(c) Check smoothing choke or speaker field. 

2. Hum Due to Grid or Cathode Pick -up. 
(a) Locate grid on which hum is picked up, by 

means of shorting grids to chassis, starting 
at first AF amplifier. 

(b) Check screening and grid returns at point 
discovered in (a) above. 

(c) Check cathode by -pass capacitors. 

3. Modulation Hum. 
(a) Add capacitors to receiver circuit as shown 

in Fig. 4 (a-d), to find which application 
gives relief. 

(b) Add filter circuit to aerial stage as shown 
in Fig. 4(e) and (f). 

4. " Oscillator Wobble." 
Increase efficiency of receiver smoothing or 
add decoupling components to oscillator anode 
feed as shown in Fig. 5. 

5. Hum Due to Stray Magnetic Fields. 
This may be picked up by transformers or 
magnetic pick -up from mains transformer or 
smoothing choke, etc. 

6. Hum Induced Mechanically. 
This is caused by loose laminations in the mains 
transformer, or, occasionally, by a loose speaker 
field or hum -backing coil. 

To be continued. 

EXAMINATIONS IN TELEVISION SERVICING. 

A new examination in the Servicing of Tele- 
vision Receivers has been drawn up and adopted 
by the City and Guilds of London Institute and 
the Radio Trades Examination Board. 

The first examinations under this new scheme 
will be held in 1950 and arrangements are similar 
to those for the Radio Servicing Certificate 
Examination which is also conducted jointly by 
the City and Guilds of London Institute and the 
Radio Trades Examination Board. 

" INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION " 
Some general remarks. 
Wiring Diagrams. 

Several readers have written in asking if we 
could supply a complete wiring diagram of the 
televisor. This is impossible and is, in any case, 
not necessary. The modifications to the receiver 
unit have been explained clearly in the series of 
articles and as far as the time base unit and tube 
network is concerned, the only question which 
might arise is that of the layout. This, however, 
is not critical and possibly the best method is to 
arrange the valves in positions as shown on the 
theoretical circuit diagram. Should the reader 
not be capable of reading the theoretical diagram 
then we would respectfully advise him that in our 
opinion he would not really be wise to embark on 
its construction. 
The Tube Network. 

Now a word about the VCR97 tube network. 
Some readers have advised us that they find 
difficulty in getting the focus control (R6) to 
function correctly. This would appear to be due 
to variations in the tube or to the effects. of 
component tolerances. R6 should be adjusted 
for the sharpest possible focussing and an addi- 
tional resistor of some 250,000 ohms inserted 
between R6 and R5 (or R6 and R7) as indicated 
by the position of the moving contact. of R6. 

Whilst on the subject of the network it may be 
mentioned that some readers have had difficulty 
in obtaining sufficient brilliance. In this case 
R9 in the VCR97 network or Rl in the 5CP1 
network should be reduced in value. 
The 5BP1 Tube. 

Another frequent query concerns the 5BP1 
tube. This can be satisfactorily used with the 
network shown for the SCP1, ignoring the 
intensifier connections (SC). Also, of course, the . 

pin connections differ. 
" Negative Rail." 

In the circuit diagram of the R1355 receiver, 
the negative rail connection shown has caused 
some confusion. Many readers have taken this 
connection to HT centre tap on the HT trans- 
former. The negative rail supply was used 
originally for anti -jamming purposes and should 
be completely ignored for television purposes as 
it is earthed through the ZYXN switch when on 
position N. The HT centre tap or mains trans- 
former should be taken to chassis as in normal 
practice. 
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sometimes liom the gramophone motor itself! A
steel motor-board mounting, or steel turntable,
will usually effectivelr' " screen " these tr.o
components from each other, however.

Hum Iniluced ltleehanicallr'.

When the laminations of a mains transformer
become loosc they usuallv make themselves heard
as a 100 cycle note, the sound being easily located.
The author has, however, come across a case
rvhere a transformer has been vibrating siJenrJ3'
(at 50 cycles) and has caused the tuning capacitor
to vibrate also, giving the symptoms of " oscillator
wobble." This last case is very isolated. The
cue for loose or vibrating laminations is to
thoroughly tighten the lamination-mounting
bolts of the transformer, and, as a ,last resort.
insert little wooden rvedges between the lamina-
tions as they enter the centre hole of the winding,
and the inside edge of the bobbin. It is not
adviseable to apply shellac varnish to the bobbin
of the transforner.

A loose speaker field or hum-bucking coil may
occasionall.v cause an irritating hum. The
remedy is. of course, obvious.

SUMMARY
IIm.

l. Hu I)ue to Bad Smoothing.

(a )  Check  e lec t ro l ; t i c  capac i to r " .

(b) Check rectifier.

(c) Check smoothing choke or speaker field,

2. IIum Due to Griil or Cethoile Pick-up.

(a) Locate grid on which hum is picked up. by
means of shorting grids to chassis, starting
at first AF amplifier.

(b) Check screening and grid return,c at point
discovered in (a) above.

(c )  Check  ca lhode b1-pass  capac i to rs .

3. Moilulation lfm.

(a) Add capacitors to receiver circuit as shon'n
in Fig. 4 (a- d), to find H'hich application
gives relief.

(b) Add filter circuit to aerial stage as showrr
in Fig. 4(e) and (f).

r1. " Oscillator Wobble."

Increase efficiency of receiver smoothing or
add decoupling components to oscil lator anode
feed as shown in Fig. 5.

5. Em Due to Sraj Magnetic Fiekls.

This nay be picked up by transformers or
rnagnetic pick-up from mains transformer or
smoothing choke, etc.

6. Hum fnduceil Mechanically.

This is caused by loose laminations in the mains
translbrmei, or, occasionally, bv a loose speaker
field or hum$acking coil.

To be continued.

EXAMINATIONS IN TELEI'ISION SERYICING.

A neu' examination in the Servicing of Tele-
r ision Receivers has been drawn up and adopted
by the Cit-v and Guilds of London Institute and
the Radio Trades Examination Board.

The first examinations under this new scheme
will be held in 1950 and arransements are similu
to those for the Radio Seir icins Cert if icate
Examination uhieh is also conducted jointly br'
the City and Guilds of London Institute and the
Radio Trades Examination Board.

* INEXPENSIVE TELEVISION''

Some general remarks.

Wiring Diagrams.
Several readers have mitten in asking if we

could supply a complete wiring diagram of the
televisor. This is inpossible and is, in any case,
not necessary. The modifications to the receiver
unit have been eiplained clearly in the series of
articles and as far as the time base unit ind tube
network is concerned, the only question which
might arise is that of the la-vout. This" however,
is not critical and possibll the best method is to
arrange the valves in positions as shown on the
theoretical circuit diagram. Should the reader
not be capable of reading the theoretical diagram
then *'e would respectfully ailvise him that in ou
opinion he would not really be rvise to embark on
its construction.
The Tube Neiwork.

Now a word about the VCR9? tube network.
Some readers have advised us that they find
difficulty in getting the focus control (R6) to
function correctly. This u'ould appear to be due
to variations in the tube or to the effects. of
component tolerances. R6 should be adjusted
for the.sharpest possible focussing and an addi-
tional resistor of some 250.000 ohms inserted
between R6 and R5 (or R6 and R7) as indicated
b1- the position of the moving contact of R6.

S'hilst on the subject of the network it may be
meniioned that some readers have had difficulty
in obtaining sufficient brilliance. In this case
R9 in the VCR9? network or Rl in the SCPI
network should be reduced in value.
Ihe SBPI Tube.

Another frequent quer-y concerns the SBPI
tube. This can be satisfactorily used with the
network shown fbr the SCPI, ignoring the
iutensifier counections (SC). Also. of courseo the
pin connections di{fer.

" Negative Rail."
In the circuit diagram ol the R1355 receiver,

the negative rail connection shown has caused
some confusion. Many readers havc taken this
connection to HT centre taD on the HT trans-
former. The negatir-e raif supply was used
originally for anti-jamming puposes and should
be completely ignored for television puposes as
it is earthed throush the ZYXN switch *-hen on
position N. The HT centre tap or mains trans-
Ibrmer should be taken to chassis as in normal
practice.
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THE TR1196 
Modifying the Receiver section to amateur Requirements 

By J. SIMMONDS, G3BSW. 

IN the opinion of the writer, one of the best 
" buys " in the surplus market at the present 
time is the receiver section of the TR1196 

or the TR1196A. This is a 6 valve super- 
heterodyne and is known as receiver unit Type 25 
(not to be confused with the RF Unit!). This 
unit can be obtained quite easily, complete with 
valves, in the region of 35/ -. 

The beauty of the unit is that it needs so very 
little conversion to amateur requirements. The 
frequency range covered by the receiver is 4.3 to 
6.7 Mcs, but this can be extended by the insertion 
of an " all- wave " coil pack or by plug -in coils. 
For easy conversion, first remove the existing 
coils and four preset capacitors which are 
mounted on the top of the chassis. If an all- 
wave coil pack with variable capacitors is to 

R4 

be built in, proceed to do this conversion ahead 
of V2, which is a VR57 (an Octode Frequency 
Changer) removing V1, the RF stage valve, and 
wire in as shown in Fig. 1 or 2, or to the instruc- 
tions given with the coil pack. It is necessary 
to disconnect the wiring from grids 1, 2 and 4 
as these connections are taken to the coil pack. 

For those who wish to retain an RF stage, it 
will be necessary to obtain three additional coils 
covering the same ranges as the coil pack. Also, 
of course, an additional section to the variable 
capacitors will be needed, making it 3 -gang 
instead of 2 -gang (see diagram). For the little 
extra trouble involved, the retention of the RF 
stage will be found to be well worth while. 

The IF transformers in the unit are set at 
460 kcs and these can be easily reset to 465 kcs. 

Fig. 1. Using RF stage. Existing portion in light outline. New components and wiring in heavy line. 

" RADIO CONSTRUCTOR " SURPLUS GEAR CONTEST 
The announcement of our contest for articles on converting surplus radio gear has been 

followed by some very interesting articles. It has also brought forth requests that the time 
limit be extended to allow more scope for building gear and getting the text on paper. 

We feel, therefore, that we can with advantage make some concession in this respect 
and hereby amend Rule (9) to read :- 

" The closing date of the Contest is April 30th, 1949." 
The time definitely cannot be extended further, so go to it and let us have your 

manuscripts ! 
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THE TR1196
Modifying the Receiver section to amateur Requirements

By l. SIMMONDS, G3BSW.

be built in, proceed to do this conversion ahead
of V2, which is a VRS? (an Octode Frequency
Changer) rernoving VI, the RF stage valve, and
wire in as shown in Fig. I or 2, or to the instruc-
tions given with the coil pack. It is necessary
to disconnect the wiring from grids I, 2 and 4
as these comections are taken to the coil pack.

For those who wish to retain an RF stage, it
will be necessary to obtain three additional boilg
covering the same ranges as the coil pack. Also,
of couse, an additional section to the variable
capacitors will be needed, making it 3-gang
instead of 2-gang (see diagram). For the littlC
extra trouble involved, the retention of the RF
stage will be found to be well worth while.

The IF transformers in the unit are set at
460 kcs and these can be easilv reset to 465 kcs.

fN the opinion of the $Titer. one of the best

I " buys " in the suplus market at the present- 
t ime is the receiver seclion of the TRll96

or the TR1196A. This is a 6 valve super-
heterodyne and is known as receiver unit Type 25
(not to be confused with the RF Unit!). This
unit can be obtained quite easily, comlilete with
va lves ,  in  the  reg ion  o f  35 / - .

The beauty of the unit is that it needs so yery
little conversion to amateur requirements. The
frequency range cowered by the receiver is 4.3 to
6.7 Mcs, but this can be extended by the insertion
of an " all-wave " coil pack or by plug-in coils.
For easy conversion, first remove the existing
coils and four preset capacitors which are
mouted on the top of the chassis. If an all-
wave coil pack with variable capacitors is to

-  __ i ,  , i
F"g. l. Lising RF stage. Existing portion in light outline. New components and, wiring in heaay lirc,

s6RADIO CONSTRUCTOR'O STiRPLUS GEAR CONTEST
The announcemeni of ou contet for article oq mnverting suqrlus railio gear has bmn

followeil by some very interesting article. rt hu also brought forth reguests that the time
limit be extended to allow more scope for building gru and getting the text on paper.

we feel, therefore, that we en with sdyanrqge make some concession in this respect
anil hereby emenil Rule (9) ro reail :-

" The closing ilate of the Coutet is April B0rh, 1949.,,
The time definitely €nnot be extended futher, so go to it anil let re have you

manuscripts I
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

01. 

C270 AVC 

Fig. 2. 'Omitting RF stage. 

There is no output stage in the receiver but a 
phone matching transformer is included and is 
taken from the anode of V6 and tapped for low 
or medium impedence headphones. Should, 
however, the prospective operator desire to fit 
a power output stage to work a loudspeaker 
this can be easily accomplished by connecting a 

--0.1SF.capacitor to the anode of V6 and to the 
control grid of a 6V6 with a 500,000 ohm resistor 
to earth as a grid leak. If no 6V6 is available. 
a 6F6 or other similar pentode could be used 
equally satisfactorily (see Fig. 3). 

With a little care and effort the receiver can 
be converted to give results equal to that obtained 
from many highly priced communications 
receivers. 

0271 

Fig. 3. Additional Power Output Stage. Cl - -- 
0.1µF ; C2 -25µF, 25V ; R1- 500,000 11 : 

R2 -240 n, 1 watt. Valve is 6 V6. 

The valves in the receiver are as follows :- 
Vl -VR53 (EF39). 
V2 -VR57 (EK2). 
V3 -VR53 (EF39). 
V4 -VR56 (EF36). 
V5 -VR56 (EF36). 
V6 -VR55 (EBC3). 

All these are Mullard types with 6.3V 0.2A 
heaters. 

Regarding the output valve, any valve with 
6.3V heater will be satisfactory if transformer 
fed from AC mains, but if it is used for AC /DC 
operation (the other valves would be suitable for 
this if the heaters were wired - in series) a type 
CL33 or its equivalent (with a 0.2A heater) 
could be used. 

VHF -Fact and Fiction 
VHF two -way radio telephony is rapidly 

breaking into many commercial fields. In the 
last few days it has appeared in two quite un- 
expected places -one in fact and the other in 
fiction. 

First, it is announced that a team of three 
Hillman Minx cars competing in this year's 
Monte Carlo Rally (start was from Glasgow, 
Jan. 24th) had been equipped with Pye two -way 
VHF mobile R/T for intercommunication between 
the three cars during the 31 days' journey. 

Second, two -way R/T appears in its first strip 
cartoon, for Buck Ryan, hero of a hundred thrill- 
ing exploits in the Daily Mirror, has adopted this 
latest VHF development to aid him in chasing 
lorry bandits on the Great North Road. 

In both cases, however, while showing in- 
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genuity; this use of car -to -car communication 
must be regarded as exceptional, for in the 
ordinary way such equipment is permitted to be 
used only in conjunction with a fixed station. 
naturally of limited range. 

The coincidence of the use of Pye equipment at 
this time for two such dissimilar purposes i- 
perhaps not so extraordinary as it would seem. 
Mr. J. H. Kemsley, of Petts Wood, Kent, is an 
enthusiastic user of the R/T appartus in his hire 
car service, hence his desire to employ it in the 
motoring event. 

In the case of Buck Ryan, Cartoonist Jack 
Monk, always up -to -date, approached Pye 
Telecommunications London Publicity Office to 
obtain photographs of Pye R/T equipment, on 
which his interesting drawings are based. 
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'_-__
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Fig.2. Omitting RF stage.

There is no output stage in the recei\.er but a
phone matching transformer is included ancl is
taken from the anode of V6 and tapped for lor-
or medium irnpedence beadphones. Should.
howevero the prospective operator desire to fit
a- 

-power _ output stage to work a loudspeaker
this _can be easily acconrplished by connecling a
0 . lp [ '  capac i r .o r  to  rhe  mode o f  V6 a .d  to  ihe
control grid of a 6V6 r.ith a 500.000 ohm resistor
to earth as a grid leak. If no 6Y6 is available.
a  6F6 or  o tber  s imi la r  pentode cou ld  be  used
equally satisfactori ly (sei Fie. 3).

With a Iittle care and efibrt the receiver can
be converted to give results equal to that obtained
ffoT many highl-v priced communications
recelv€rs.

Fig. ,3. Ailditional Poreer Output Stage. Cl-
O.lp.F; C2-25pI'. 25V ; Rl-500,000 O:
R2-240 Cr, I rrarr. Valae is 6V6.

The valves in the receiver a1p a5 f6ll6a"5 1-
vl-vRs3 (EF39).
v2-YR57 (nKz).
v3-vRs3 (EF39).
v4-vRs6 (EF36).
vs-vRs6 (EF36).
v6-vRss (EBc3).

All these are Mullard t-vpes with 6.3V 0,L4,
heaters-

Regardiupl the output valve, any valve with
6.3V heater will be satisfactory if transformer
fed from AC mains, but il it is'used for ACIDC
operation (the other valves would be suitable for
this if the heaters rvere wired in series) a t11re
CL33 .or  i ts_ equir .a lent  (wirh a 0.2A heair)
could be used-

YHF-Fdct snd Fiction
, 

YHI two-r'av radio telephonv is rapidlv
breaking into manv commereial f ields. In tnl
last few days it has appeared in trvo quite un-
expected places-one in {act and the other in
fiction.

First, it is announced that a tcam of three
Hillman Minx cars competing in this year's
Monte Carlo Rally (start was from Glasgor',
Jana24th) had beeu equipped with Pye ts'o-*"a\-
VII-F mobile R/T for intercomrnunication betrveen
the three cafs during the 3| davs'journev.

Second.  tq 'o -ua1 R lT  appears  in  i t s  6 rs t  s t r ip
cilrtoon, for Buck Ryan. hero of a hundred rhri l l-
ing exploits inthe Iiaily Mirror,has adopted this
latest VHF development to aiil him in chasing
lony  band i ts  on  the  Grea l  Nor th  Road.

In both cases, however, while showing in-
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genuity; this use of car-to-car communication
must be regarded as exceptional, for in the
ordinarv way such equipment is permitted to be
used only in conjunction with a fixed station.
naturally of limited range.

The coincidence of the use of Pye equipment at
this time for trvo such dissimilar purposes is
perhaps not so extraordinary as it would seem.
Mr. J, H. Kemsley, of Petts Wood, Kent, is an
enthusiastic user of the R/T appartus in his hire
car service, hence his desire to emplov it in the
moxoring event.

In the case of Buck Rvan, Cartoonist Jack
Monk, always up-to-date, approached Py"
Telecommunications London Publicitv Ofrce to
obtain photographs of Pye R/T equipment. on
rvhich his interesting drawings are based.



" INEXPENSIVE 
TELEVISION " 

PICTURE 
FAULTS 

Illustrated by photographs taken 
from a televisor in which these 
faults were deliberately intro- 
duced, and photographed, by 

JOHN CURA 

6. Frame non -linearity. Indicates non -linear output from 
the frame time base or its amplifier. Only cure is to 
experiment with the valves which may vary in charac- 
teristics, or with the component values in these stages. 

7. Frame Slip showing fly -back lines and also loss of 
interlace. Picture slips either upwards or downwards 
due to faulty synchronising. Also occurs at wrong 
setting of frame frequency control. 

8. Line Non -linearity. Indicates non -linear output from 
line time base or its amplifier. Investigate components 
associated with these valves. 

9. Line Slip. Shows portion of picture -which may be 
elsewhere than shown -pulling out to one side. May 
be due to incorrect adjustment of line frequency 
control or line hold control. May pay to investigate 
synch separator circuits. 

10. Showing result of incorrect setting of the line fre- 
quency control, or insufficient or absent synchroni- 
sation. 
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.. INEXPENSIVE
TEIEVISION "

PICTURE
FAUI.TS

tr
Illustrated by photographs taken 0
from a televisor in which these
faults were deliberately intro-
duced, and photographed, by

JOHN CURA

7.

Frame non-lineariry. Indicars non-linear output from
the frame time base or its amplifier. Only cure is to
experiment with the valves which may vary in charac-
teristics, or with the componenr values in thw stages.

Frame Slip showing fly-back lines and also los of
interlae. Picture slips either upwards or downwards
due to faulty synchronising. Alm occurs at wrong it
stt ing of frame frequency 6ntrol. L

Line NonJinearity, lndicates non-linear output from
line time base or its amplifier. Investigate components
asciated with these valves.

Line Slip, Shows portion of pictur+which may be
elsewhere than shown-pulling out to one side. .May
be due to incorrect adjustment of line frequency
control or line hold control. May pay to investigate
synch separator circuits'

9 ,

10, Showing result of inorrrct stting of the line fre-
quency control, or insumcient or absent synchroni-
sation.

I
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RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

COULPHONE RADIO 
"The Return of Post Mail Order Service" 

ORMSKIRK 58, DERBY STREET ORMSKIRK, COULPHONE 
496 LANCS. ORMSKIRK Sole Proprietor: - Cliff Coulborn G3AJM 

COULPH ONE RADIO, apart from being the fastest MAIL ORDER SERVICE with SOUND GOODS is a PERSONAL SERVICE well appreciated by over 20,000 clients in all parts of the world -including America. All orders over 5/- are post free. Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D. 
MAINS TRANSFORMERS SELECTED EX -GOVT. SURPLUS GEAR from 16/6 post paid In response to many requests from clients in all 

Why buy surplus Mains Transformers when you can buy a brand new fully guaranteed job at a lower price. 
Standard size, drop through chassis type with top shround. Screened, primary tapped 200/230 /250v. 
Interleaved and impregnated windings. 

parts of the U.K. I have decided to stock carefully 
selected items of ex -Govt. Radio Surplus -N O 
JUNK -only equipment in sound condition being 
considered -equipment which is also of the most 
value to radio enthusiasts. Prices? The lowest of 
any -I invite you to compare, remembering that (a) 250- 0-250v 60tna 6.3v 3a, 5v 2a .. .. 16/6 there are no further charges for packing cases or carr. 

(b) 250- 0 -250v 60ma 4v 4a, 4v 2a .. 16/6 
Following types have UNIVERSAL LT WIND- INGS 0- 4-6.3v 4a CT and 0-4-5v 2a enabling either 

4v or 6.3v valves and 4v or 5v rectifier to be used. 
(c) 250 -0-250v 80mA .. .. 19/- 
(d) 300 -0-300v 80mA .. 19/- 
(e) 350- 0 -350v 80mA 19/- 
(f) 250- 0 -250v 100mA 22/- 
(g) 300 -0-300v 100mA 22/- 
(h) 350 -0-350v IOOmA .. 22/- 
(i) 350- 0 -350v 150mA 0- 4 -6.3v 6a, 0-4 -5v 3a .. 39/- 

ROTHERMEL " TORPEDO " CRYSTAL 
MICROPHONES. Brand new in maker's boxes. 
List price £l8/18/0. My Price £3 /18/6. Post paid. 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 6A /APN /4. The ideal 
unit for conversion into a super C.R.O. or TELE- 
VISION RX. 26 VALVES including 14 6SN7 
(double triodes) and 5 in. C.R.T. A gift at £4/19/6. 
Carriage Paid. 
TI154 TUNING PANELS. Two single and one 
2 -gang condensers with reduction drives. Three 
coloured knobs. Only 3/6. Post Paid. 

Tuning Units. Brand New. 25/ Carr. Paid. TU5B -. 
Type BC45640 WattM ODULATOR UNITS with 
1625, 1215 valves and VT150 stabilser. 19/6. Post paid. 

10,000 VALVES IN STOCK AT B.O.T. PRICES 
Send 25d stamp for 32 page Catalogue and valve list. If interested in EX- GOV'T. SURPLUS, please include extra 2 }d stamp for illustrated surplus. catalogue, it will save you £'s. 

-I,AKYS 
Let Lasky's help you Build your " Inexpensive 
Television " for even less money. Data Book giving 
full details, using Ex. Government equipment available. 

Price 1/6 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. 

Containing 20 valves and a 6 in. cathode ray tube 
type VCR97 (short persistance). Valve lineup: 16 
SP61,2 EA50, 2 EB34. Dozens of useful components, 
condensers, resistances, coils, 117 Mcs. crystal, 16 
pot /meters, etc. Totally enclosed in metal case, 
Size: 18 x 8+ x 11 ins. Weight 40 lbs. Enamelled grey 
with coloured control knobs. LASKY'S PRICE 59/6. 
Carriage 7/6 extra. 

The cathode ray tube is tested before despatch. 
The ideal Indicator Unit at the Lowest possible Price 

for conversion to Television. 
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62A. 

Contains 21 valves, 117 Mcs., crystal and 6in. cathode 
ray tube type VCR97, 6in. (short persistance). 
Valve line up: 12 EF50, 2 EB34, 4 SP61, 3 EA50, 
also condensers, resistances, switches, pot /meters, 
and hosts of other useful components. Totally en- 
closed in metal cabinet. Size: 18 x 8+ x 11 ins. Weight 
40 lbs. LASKY'S PRICE 99/6. Carriage 7/6 extra. 

BRAND NEW TYPE 1355 RECEIVERS. 
In original Wood Transit Case. Supplied complete 
with 11 new valves. LASKY'S PRICE 42/6. Carnage 
5/- extra. As Above, but used, type 135530/-. Carriage 

RADIO- 
5/- extra. R.F. Units, for use with the 1355 receiver, 
extra. 

New Manufacture. 
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS. 

For the VCR97 cathode ray tube. Specifications: 
Primary 200/250 volts, 50 cycles. Secondary: 
2,500 volts at 4 ma., 4 volts at 1.1 amps, and 4 volts 
(centre tapped) at 1.5 amps. LASKY'S PRICE 35/ -. 
Post 1/6 extra. 
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED SETS OF VALVES. 
1 6K8G, 1 6K7G, I 6Q7G, 1 6V6G, 1 5Z4G. 
LASKY'S PRICE for the 5'valves 35/ -. Post 1/- extra. 
Ex. U.S. AIR CORPS RECEIVER TYPE BC966. 
Contains l3 valves: 7 6SH7, 3 6116, 3 7193, 3 relays. 
Also dozens of components, resistances, condensers, 
Unit built on two chassis. Also contains dynomotor 
with 18 volt input and 450 volt output. Totally 
enclosed in metal case. Size: 125 in. high, 12+ in. wide, 
8 }in. long. Black crackle finished. The motor can 
easily be converted to run off .230 volts AC /DC. 
LASKY'S PRICE 30/ -. Carriage 4/6 extra. 

10 YARD LENGTHS OF TWIN RUBBER 
COVERED CABLE. 

Circular section. Fine quality. LASKY'S PRICE 2/6. 
per length. Post 9d. extra. 
Send a 21d. stamp for a copy of our current Bulletin 
giving full details of our Ex. Government stocks. 
Please write your name and address in block letters. 

LASKY'S RADIO 
370 HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, LONDON, W.9 

(Opposite Paddington Hospital).' 
Telephone : CUNningham 1979. Hours : Mon. to Sat. 9.30 a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday half day. 
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C O N S T R U C T O

COULPHONE RADIO
" The Return of Post Mail Order Service "

DE RBY STREET, ORMSKIRK, .8i,?i,*,o*u
L A N C S .

Sole Proprietor:- CIiff coulbom G3AJM 
ORMSKIRK

':?'"'J;iSNiltBlgieE 'iii,"-"Jf#"i"1".';yTiJi[.rr?ii"'"L:fl]i',""=.JtF.ily,iip_",':,:,?;
America. All orders over 5/- aie post free. Terms C.W.O. oi i.O.ir,

MAINS TRANSFORMERS il SELECTED EX-cOvT. SURPLUS GEAR
from 16/6 post paid ll t" .aoo^"-lo 

--rru 
rmusts fiom clients in

Interleaved an<t impiegnida ;i;Ai^gr"'- '- '--"" l l  vatue_to.radio enthusiasts. pri ieJf The lowest of

!i)tgg-?:0"60ma6.3v3a,5v2a .-. .. 16t6 ll l*9.;j;*t,r:,.Ii1jf,..:?TP;.?".?ffT$.j1?":Lt(b)  250-0-250v 6oma 4v 4a,4v 2a . .  . .  16/6 l l  RoTHERMET- . ;  i6 ib i6o; ;"  cnvsr l l
ll MICROPH ONES. Brand new in maker's boxes.

t^I€g:dir Ji?T t+y;# TJi.i,i"t ,ii',#i|{; ll mrux{t-fll'; *,,ttirt}ft,'3i.1;i: ril,4v or 6'3v valves and 4v or 5v rectif ier to bi used. l i  tr l i l t ;. conlersion inro a super c.R.o. or TELE-
( c )2504 -250v  80mA. . "  . .  . .  . .  r 9 r  l l  l t r 19 , *  

RX .  26  vALvES^ inc l ud ing  14  6sN?
(d) 300-0-300v SO-A .. . . .. le/- ll ;---::i-':^t1t^--d:t and 5 in' C'R'T' A sir' at f'411916.ts - ll c-*iag."i;i;.' ""- -

tS i -  l l  T l l54  TUNING PANELS.  Two s ing le  and one

' '  . .  r Y ' -  l l  C a r r i a g e  P a i d .(e )  350-0-350v  80mA . .  . .  l9 l_  l l  i i i s i ' rux r i

Phone :- <a
ORMSKIRK JQI

496

rrorn ro/o posr patd l l In response to many requsts from clients in all
Yhy Quv surplus Mains Transformers *hen you can ll parts cif the U.X. t traui iecidea iJ stock carefutty
Duy a brand new fully guaranreed job at a lowir price. l l  selected irems of ex-Govt. Radio Surplus-N O
J,tandard size. drop rhrough chissis type wirh roD ll JUNK-only equipment in sound condition being
:!l9Ynd ,Screened. primary rapped 20O/230/25d. l l  considered cquipment which is also of rhe mosr

(f) 250-0-250v l00mA .. .. . .- Z2.t- l l  Z-gung condensers with reduction drives. Ihree
(g) 300-0-300v IOOmA .. .. rr;- l l  coloured knobs. Onlv 3/6. Post Paid.
ftr tso_o_rsn_ inn* ^ 

' '  
:: ' ,- lJ TU5B Tuning tJnits. Brand New. 25/_. Carr. paid.

.  . . - .  . .  
" t , -  l l  T y p e B C 4 5 5 4 0 W a t t M O D U L A T O R U N | T S w i t h( i )  350-0-350v I50mA0-4-6 .3v6a,0-4-5v la . .  39 i -  l l  iO 'z i iZ f f "u rvesandvT l50srab i l ser . t9 l6 ,pos tpa id ,

IO,OOO VALVES IN STOCK AT B.O.T. PRICES
Jend z id  s tamp I 'o r  J2  page cara logue and va lve  l i s r .  I f  in re res ted  in  EX-cov 'T .  suRplUS.p lease Incrude e \ t ra  2 id  s tamp fo r  i l l us t ra ted  surp lus  ca ta logue,  i t  w i l l  save  you f , ' s .

lf,! .L3sky.s- help you Build your ..Inexpensire 
tl

- lelerrsron tor even less money. Data Book eivins l!
tull details. using Ex. Government equipment available. l l

Price 1/6 l l
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62. II

Conta in ing  20  va lves  and a  6  in .  carhode rav  tube l l
lypg VqE.97 (shorr persisrance). Valve l ine up: tt, l l
SP6l, 2 EA50. 2 EB34. Dozens ofusefut comporienn, l l
condensers .  res is rances ,  co i l s .  l l 7  Mcs .  c rvs ta l .  l6  l l
pot/meters. .erc. Totally enclosed in meial case. l l
s rze :  lE  x  E i  x  |  |  ins .  Weigh t  40  lbs .  Enamel led  erer  l l
w i th  co loured  conr ro l  knobs .  LASK y 'S  pRtCE 5 ! /6 .  l lCarriage 716 extra. ll
_-Th-e_ carhode ray rube is resred before desparch. l lThe ideal Indicator Unit at the Lowest oossif, le price l l

for conversion to Television. l l
INDICATOR UNIT TYPE 62^{ .  I I

Contains 2 I valves, I | 7 Mcs., cr) stal and 6in. carhode | |
ray tube type VCR97, 6in. (short persisrance). l l
Va lve  l ine  up :  12  EF50.  2  E834,  4  Sp6 l .  I  EA5O.  l l
also condensers, resisrances, switches. pot/meters- l l
and hosts of other useful componenrs. Torallv en- l l
closed in metal cabinet. Size: 18 x 8l x I I ins. Weishr l l
40 lbs. LASKY'S PRTCE 99/6. cirriaee 7/6 eii?i. l l

BRAND NEW TYPE 1355 RECEIVERS. II
In original Wood Transit Case. Supplied comolere l l
with I I new vatvs. LASKy'S PRICE 42i6. Cariiaee l l
5/- extra. As Above, but used. type I 355 3d/-. Carria[e l l

-I-,,ASf<\''S

LASIIY9S

FTADTO-
5/ -  ex t ra .  R.F .  Un i ts ,  fo r  use  s i rh  the  lJ55  rece iver ,
extra.

New Manufacture.
E.H.T. TRANSFORMERS.

For the VCR97 cathode ray rubc. Speifications:
Primary 200/250 voks. 50- cycles. Secondary:
2,500 volts at 4 ma., 4 volts at l. l  amps. and 4 voits
(enr re  rapped)  a t  1 .5  amps.  LASKY'S PRICE 35/ - .
Post l/6 exrra.
BRAND NEW AND UNUSED SETS OF VALVES.
! .6^K8q, r 6(7c. | 6Q7c. I 6v6G, I sZ4Q.
LASKY'S PRICE fo r  rhe  5  va tves35/ - .  Posr  lFex t ra .
Ex. U.S. AIR CORPS RECEMR TypE BC966.
Conta ins  l3  va lves :  7  65H7,  3  6H6.  I  7 t91 .  3  re lavs .
Also dozens of components. resistances, condense-rs.
Unit buila on two chassis. Also conrains dynomotor
with l8 volt input and 450 volr ourpui. Totallv
enclosed in metal case. Size: | 2+ in. high. I 2| in. wide-,
8iin. long. Black crackle finished. The motor cari
gag,lf b9 converted to run off 230 volts AC/DC.
LASKY'S PRICE 30/-. Carriage 4/6 extra.

IO YARD LENGTHS OF TWIN RIIBBER
COVERED CABLE.

Circular section. Fine quality. LASKY'S pRtCE 2/6,
per length. Post 9d. extra.
Send a 2+d. stamp for a copy of our current Bulletin
glvtng tull details of our Ex. Governmenr stocks.
Please write your name and address in block letters.

BADTO
370 HARROW ROAD' PADDING.TON, LONDON' W.9

Tetephone: cuNningham le7e. 
'ooo^u"r{,J'u/d',:'ff:r.Tj"3x.1?.r, 

a.m. to 6 p.m. Thursday half day.



RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

EQUIPMENT OF TOPICAL INTEREST 
RF27 Unit. 
As featured in this issue of the Constructor. Coverage 
is 65 to 85 Mcs and supplied complete with 2 EF54 
and 1 EC52 valves. The Unit is of the tuneable type. 
Priced at 17/6 and available to callers only. 

Receiver Units types 25 or 73 (portion of TR1196). 
Another popular item in great demand is the Re- 
ceiver Unit 25/73. Actually the receiver portion of 
the TR1196, they make an ideal medium wave 
superhet by fitting two coils. Valves incorporated 
are 2 EF36, 2 EF39, 1 EK32, 1 EBC33; also included 
are one pair of 460 Kcs I.F. Transformers, resistors 
and condensers. Suitable coils for superhet adapta- 
tion are the Wearite " P " which we have available 
at 6s: per pair. Moderately priced at 19/6 plus 3s. 
carriage and packing, it is little wonder that the 
Receiver Unit 25/73 is proving so resounding a success. 

Receiver R1124. 
Frequency range is 30.5 to 40.5 Mcs switched by 
5 bank 6 way Yaxley switch, thereby proving emi- 
nently suited for conversion to the Television sound 
channel. Valve line -up: 1 10D1, 1 15D2, 3 9D2, 
1 8D2, all with screening cans. Among the host of 
components are 30 condensers, 30 resistors and 3 
pot /meters all enclosed in a robust metal case the 
size of which is 16 x 10 x 16 in. Brand new and unused. 
Astonishingly cheap at 17/6, plus 2/6 carriage. 

BEST BUY AT BRITAIN'S 

Ex -Govt. Valves at keen prices. 
Output Valves. EL32 7/6, 6V6 7/6, 12A6 6/6, 807 6/ -, 

6N7 8/6. 
R.F. Pentodes. EF50 (new and boxed) 6/ -, slightly 

soiled 4/ -, EF39 6/6, EF36 6/ -. 
Rectifiers. 5U4G 7/6, 5Z4 7/6, 6X5 6/6. 
High Voltage Rectifiers. VU133 (V960 Mazda) 7/6, 

VUI11 (V1907) 7/6, VUI20 7/6. 
Miscellaneous Types. EBC33 4/6, 6J5 3/ -, 6SN7 6/ -, 

EA50 2/6, Dl 2/6, 6B4 7/6, IT4 5/ -, Y63 6/ -. 
ALL VALVES GUARANTEED 

Special Multimeter Offer. 
For only 17/6, post free, we are proud to offer a 
portable M.C. test meter in bakelite case. Ranges: 
0- 1.5v., 0 -3v., 0 -6 m /a., 0 -5 ohms. Can be speedily 
modified to make a superb general purpose test meter. 
Order early. The demand will be huge and consistent. 
Postscript for all potential TV Constructors. Because 
RF25 Units are becoming increasingly difficult to 
procure, do not be alarmed into purchasing these for 
exhorbitant prices. We are pleased to announce that 
we can supply the RF24 at 10/6, post free, accom- 
panied by concise and simple to follow instructions for rapid conversion to 45 Mcs reception. These Units in 
brand new condition are also in stock, at 16/6 each. 
SHOP HOURS: 9 a.m. -6 p.m. Thursday to 1 p.m. 

.Open all day Saturday. 

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD., 
11, Upper Saint Martins Lane, London, W.C.2. 

Phone: TEMple Bar 0545. 3 mies. from Leicester Square -up Cranbourne Street. 

21ZPy S Radio Component Specialists 

We have the most comprehensive range 
of Radio Components of every nature. 

Our reputation is your guarantee. 

if unable to call, please send 'ramp for 

current price list. 
(Dept. RC) 

5 HARROW ROAD, W.2 
(Opposite Edgware Road Tube) 

PADdington 
1008/9 

We have the finest stock of 
British and American radio 

books in this country. 

Write or call for complete list - 
THE MODERN BOOK COMPANY 

(Dept.RC) 
19.23 Praed Street, London, W.2 

SOUTHERN RADIO AND 
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES 

85, Fisherton Street Salisbury, Wits. 
Telephone : Salisbury 2108 

BELLING -LEE PRODUCTS 
L336 80 ohm Twin Feeder 74d. per 
yard. L600 Co -axial cable, tin. 
diam. 1/6 yd. L1221 Screened twin 
cable 1/9 yd. L604P Co -axial plug 
for tin. cable 1/9. L604S Co -axial 
socket 1/6. L333 Aerial T strain 
insulator 3/3. Y7713 Hard drawn 
Cadmium Copper Aerial wire. Per 
80ft. coil 9/ -. L609 Amateur Aerial 
Kit. Comprising T strain insulator 
80ft. cadmium copper aerial wire, 
80ft. 80 ohm twin feeder, two pyrex 

aerial insulators and full instructions for erecting 
efficient di -pole aerial suitable for reception or 
transmission. Complete Kit 35/9. 
L308 /K Complete " Eliminoise " Anti- Inter- 
ference Aerial Kit for all -wave reception. 
Comprises 60ft. aerial wire, two transformers, 
50ft. screened feeder, earth wire and insulators. 
Complete with instructions. £6/6/0. 
L501T U.H.F. Di -pole with wall-fixing bracket. 
Suitable for television use. £2/12/6. 
L5b2/L Television Aerial with reflector; cross 
arm and chimney lashings. £6/6/6. 
MULTI- CONNECTORS -L550 5 -way cable 
sockets 2/3, L551 5 -way chassis plug 2/3. L1258 
5 -pin flex plug with cord grip 4/6. L331 5 -way 
socket with shield 'panel 1/9. L530 7 -pin flex I 

plug 4/3. L531 7 -way chassis socket 1/9. LI244 
chassis 10-pin flex 

socket 2/9. Many other L therBelling -Lee Pr ducts 
in stock. 
Please include postage on orders under £2. 

1
R A D I O  C O N S T R U C T O R

EQUIPMENT OF TOPICAL INTEREST
RF27 Unit. lr,
As featured in this issue of rhe Construcror. Coverase :
is 65 to 85 Mcs and supplied complere wirh 2 EF54 il
and  I  EC52 va lves .  The Un i t  i s  o f  the  runeab le  rvpe.  i
Pried at 1716 and available to callers only. 

!
Receiver Units types 25 or ?3 (portion of TR1196). I
Another popular item in great demand is the Re- :
ceiver Unir 25/73. Actually the receiver portion of I
lhe TRl 196, they make an ideal medium wave i
superhet. by fitting rwo coils. Valves incorporated ii
are 2 EF36, 2 EF39, 1 8K32, I EBC33; also included :l
are one pair of 460 Kcs I.F. Transformers, resistors !:
and condensers. Suitable coils for superhet adapta- :i
tion are the Wearite " P " which we have available ij
at 6sr per pair. Moderately pri@d at 19/6 plus 3s- r,
carriage and packing, it is little wonder lhat rhe ii
Receiver Unit 25/73 is provingso resounding a success. jil

Rece iver  R l  124.  i i
Frequency range is 30.5 to 40.5 Mcs swirched by ;,
5 bank 6 way Yaxley switch, thereby proving emi- ii
nently suited for conversion ro rhe Television sound :i
channel. Valve l ine-up: I l0Dl, 1 15D2, 3 9D2, i l
1 8D2, all with screening cans, Among the host of :i
components are 30 condensers. 30 resistors and 3 ,ir
pot/meters all enclosed in a rdbusr hetal case the iii
size of which is 1 6 x l0 x l6 in. Brand new and unused. i i l
Astonishingly cheap at 17/6, plus 2/6 carriage. l:

Ex-Goyt. Valyes at keen prices.
Oulpult Valyes. EL32 716, 6V6 716, 12A6 6t6, 8Ol- 6l-,

6N7 8/6.
R.F..,Peo,rodes. EFtg_ {lel/^ _an_q boxed) 6/-, stighrty

so i led  4 / - ,  EF39 6 i6 ,  FF36 6 / . .
Rectif iers. 5U4G 716, 524 716, 6Xs 6t6.
Higb Voftage Rectif iers. VUtJI (V960 Mazda\ 716.

v u I I |  ( v f  9 0 7 )  7 1 6 , V U t 2 O 7 1 6 .
Miscelfaneous Types. EBC33 416, 6J5 3t-.6SN7 6/--

EA50 2 /6 .  Dt  216,68 '4  716,  t r4  5 l - ,  i63  6 l - .
ALL VALVES GUARANTEED

Special Multimeter Offer.
For only 17/6, post free, we are proud ro ofer a
portable M.C- lest merer in bakelite case. Ranges:
0-1 .5v . .  O- lv - ,  0 -6  m/a . .  O-5  ohms.  Can be  spee-d i l y
moqll leo to make a superb general purpose test meter.
Urcer earty. l he demand wjl l be huge and consistent.

Posa-cript for all potpntial Ty Constractors. Because
RF25 Units are becoming increasingly diff icuii- io
procure, do not be alarmed into purchaiing these lor
exhorbitant prices. We are pleasid to a*"our". tnat
wc -car- supply tbe RF24 at 10/6, post free, accou-
panred by concise and simple to follow instructions for
rapid.conversion- to 45 Mcs reception. These Units io
Drand new condrtron are also in stock. at l6/6 each.
SHOP HOURS: 9 a.m..-6 p.l.n. Thursday to I p.m.

upen alt day saturday,
S

GHARTES BRTTAIN (RADTO) LTD.,
11, Upper Saint Martins Lane, London, W.C.2.

Phone: TEMple Bar 0545. 3 mins. from Leicester Square-up Cranbourne Street.

t / r  ,
tr1,'ettfy S Radio Component Specialists

Wc bavc thc Eolt omprchcneivc raagc

of Redio Componente of cycry mtw.

Our rcputation is you guaantec.

If unablc to call, plctse ecnd rtamp for

attcnt p.icc list.

(Dcpt RC)

5 HARR0W ROAD' W.2 PADdington
(Opposite Edgware Road Tube)

*
We have the finest stock of

British and American radio

books in this country.

Wtite or call fot comqlete list-

THE  MODERN BOOK COMPANY
(Dept.Rc)

19-23 Praed Street, London! tlr.2

SOUTIIERN RADIO ANI)
ELECTRICAL SUPFLIES

E5, Fisberton Street Salisbury. Wilts.
Telephone : Salisbury 2t06

BELLING.LEE PRODUCTS
L3J6 80 ohm Tvin Feeder Zld. per
yard. _,L600 Co-axial cable. {in.
diam. l/6 yd- Lt22l Screened twin
cable.l/9 yd. L604P Co-axial plug
for din. cable t/9. L604S Co-axial
socket l/6. L333 Aerial T strain
insu la to r  313.  Y7713 Hard  drawn
Cadmium Copper Aerial wire. per
80ft. coil 9l-. L6O9 Amateur Aerial
K^it. Comprising T srrain insulator
dutt. cadmlum copper aerial wire,
80ft. 80 ohm twin leeder, two pyrexLwlrl lceqcr, Iwo pyrex

aerial insulators and full instrucrions io, e.ic'ring
efficient di-pole aerial suitable for reeotion oi
transmission. Complete Kit 35/9.
L308/K Comptete " Eliminoise " Anri-tnter-
l-erene Aerial Kit for all-wave receDtion.
lo^mprises 60fr. aerial wire, lwo transfoimers,
)urt. screened_leeder, earth wire and insulators.
Uomplete wrrh Dstructions. f6l6l0.

!501T. U.H.F._Di-pole with watl-f ixing bracket.
surtaole lor tetevtsron use. f2l1216.
L5b2/L-Tetvision Aerial with reflector; cross
arm and chimey lashings. f6/6/6.
MULTI-CONNECTORS-L550 5-way cable
sockets_ 2/3, _L551 .s-way chassis ptug 2/j. L l25g
)-pn tlex plug with cord grip 4/6. L33l 5_wav
socket._with shield panel I/9. L5J0 ?-pin flei.
plug.4i3:_ L5ll 7-way chassis socket l19: L1244
lO-pin -flex plug 6/-. L332 l0-wdy chassis
socket 2/9. Many other Bell ing-Lee'producrs
rn stocK-
Please include postage on orders under !2.



SMALL ADVERTISEMENTS 
Readers' small advertisements will be accepted at 3d. per word, minimum charge 3/ -. Trade advertisements will be accepted at 6d. per word, minimum charge 61 -. If a Box Number is required, an additional charge of 

1/6 will be made. Terms: Cash with order. All copy must be in hand by the 10th of the month for insertion in the following month's issue. 

PRIVATE 
MCR1. Complete with power pack and all coils. New 

and unused, £8. -G. Fagan, Elliott House, Molyneux 
Street, London, W.I. 

C.R. Oscilloscope, using 3 in. tube (and spare). With 
metal carrying case. 200 -250v. AC. Perfect: £4/10/0. 
Avominor Universal, boxed as new, £7. 1947 ARRL 
Handbook (10th Edition- Cloth) 6/ -. Box 124. 

Hallicrafters. SX18. 500 kcs to 38 Mcs, with manual. 
" S " meter and spare tubes, £15. Matched Hallicrafter, 
12 in. speaker in case, £3. VFO (Converted TU5B) 
metered, with valves and stabiliser. Perfect per- 
formance, £2/10 /0. Box 125. 

FOR SALE ; R 1116/A Receiver, 8 valve double S /Het, 
15- 2000m. with Amplion Convette for A.C. mains, 
Phones. Circuit Diagrams. £10 or offers. Warwick, 
19, Church Road, Roffey, Horsham, Sussex. 

EXCHANGE. 150 Watt Transmitter for good miniature 
camera. Leica preferred. Offers to " Stonehaven," 
Horncastle Road, Boston, Lincs. 

FOR SALE ; Valves, new and unused, 832 double -beam 
tetrode VHF transmitting valves, 15/ -. Used but OK, 
PT15's, 10 /- ; 1625's, 7/6 ; ML6's, 2/6. Also 100 kcs. 
Bliley standard xtal, with base and mounting, £1. -E. 
J. Clarke, 39 Boston Park Road, Brentford, Middx. 

LOOK ! Prices Slashed ! No. 74 Indicator, 9 inch CRT, Mag. with focus and deflector coils, RF osc giving 4Kv 
3 DET19, 2 6V6 etc. £3/17/6. No. 6F Indicator, as 
6A, VCR97, etc., slight use £3/5/0. RI132A Receiver, 
10 valve, mains types, 100 -125 Mc /s., convertible for 
144 Mc /s. £5/0/0. S27 Hallicrafters, one only 27.8 to 
143 Mc /s. £24 or offer. All carriage paid, A. C. Steadman, 230, Chellaston Road, Derby. 

TRADE 
G6MN for the " best " QSL's and approved log books, 

send for samples: G6MN, Bridge Street, Worksop, Notts. 

COMPONENTS for all circuits in this Journal. 
Eddystone, Raymart, Wearite stockist. Send for lists. 
Smith, 98, West End Road, Morcambe. Order now '640' Rx £27/10/0 Westeht units £7/15/0, "P" Coils 3/ -, etc. Quick Service. 

QSL's and G.P.O. Approved Log Books. Samples free.- Atkinson Bros., Printers, Eland. 

CHASSIS, Panels, Racks and Metal Cabinets stock sizes or made to specification in steel or aluminium : Wrinkle 
finishes available. -Reosound Engineering & Electrical 
Company, Coleshill Road, Sutton Coldfield. 

American Receiver BC603. 10 valve FM receiver, 
20 -28 Mcs., with built -in speaker, 24v dyna- 
motor, 10 push buttons and manual tuning. 
Valves are:- 2 x 12SG7, 3 x 6AC7, l x 635, 
2 x 6SL7GT, 1 x 6H6, I x 6V6GT. Green and 
chrome finish. Dimensions 111 x 6f x 12f in. 
Ideal for mod. as car radio. E5.5.0 (plus 7/6 can). 
Whip Aerials. 7 section extending to 13f feet, 
with base. 4/6 (plus 1/- carriage). 
RDFI VHF Receivers. 5 x SP61, 2 x P61, 3 x 
VR92, 1 x 5Z4, 1 x VR137, 1 x CV83, 450v pencil 
rectifier, etc., etc., 25/- (plus 7/6 carriage). 

GARLAND RADIO, Dept. RC 
4 Deptford Bridge, London, S.E.8 

Phone : TIDeway 3965 

No Shop keeps all you want -we 
keep more than most. That's 
why people say- 

°I 
ú 11 PiObool 

get 

Lt 

SMITH'S you 
Edgware Road" 

Pay us a visit and see for yourself 
H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD. 

287.9 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2 
Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo 

Phone PAD. 5891 :: Hours 9 -6 (Thurs. 1 o /c.) 

V 

THE RADIO & ELECTRICAL MART 
(G36SW) of 

253, Portobello Road, LONDON, W.I I. Park 6026 
Take pleasure in offering the following: - BC453A or B. If you own one of these excellent receivers, we can supply you with a MW Coil Pack specially designed by us for use with this set. You will be delighted with the results. Price including circuits 17/6. T.R. 1196. These 6 valve Super -Hets are the best buy of the day. Just fit a 2 Gang Variable Condenser and All Wave Coil Pack. Requires only 5 connections to Fre- quency Changer valve and set is ready for use. Price with circuit 27/6. 
Mains Supply Unit. This neat and handy unit in black enamelled case 9 x 6 x 6 ins., contains heavy duty trans- former, Rectifer valve, smoothing choke, condensers, fuses, panel light and switch. Input 200/260v AC. Output 6 -3v at 3 -5 amps. HT 350v at 80 ma. Larger output available by changing rectifier valve. Price £.3/5/0. 250 watt Double Wound Transformers. 230v /110v. Made by G.E.C. with steel shroud. New, each £2/7/6. R.1132A. This grand 10 valve Super -Het, covering from 100 to 126 Mcs., is easily adapted for 144 Mcs. band by simply moving connections on tuning coils. Large Slow Motor Dial. S Meier, etc. Case measures 20 x 12 x 12 ins. Price £5/10/0. 
Test Set, Type 46. We still have a few of these excellent battery operated frequency meters covering from 2 to 23.5 Mcs. Made by Marconi Instruments. Can be adapted to all wave by inclusion of MW and LW Coils. Circuit supplied, each 40/ -. Aluminium Rods Aerials for use with same, extra 3/6. 
2 Metre Oscillator or Signal Generator. We still have a few left of this most useful and interesting piece of equipment. Uses a CVI197 UHF Triode. Requires only LT6 -3v and HT120v supply to work. Complete with circuit, each 16/6. 
Type BC347. U.S. Signals Mike Amplifier. Small and Compact. Case measures 5f x 2f a 4 ins. Price 10 / -. Write for Lists -hundreds of items in short supply. Remember money back guarantee. 
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PRIVATE

MCR1. Complete with power pack and all coils. Neq'
and unused, f8. G. Fagan, Elliott House, Molyneux
Street, London, W-1,

C.R, Oscilloscope, using 3 in. tube (and spare). With
metal carrying case.200-250v. AC. Perfect: f4l10/0.
Avominor Universal, boxed as new, !7, 1947 ARRL
Handbook (loth Editiofi Cloth) 6/-. Box 124-

Hall icrafters. SX18.500 kcs to 38 Mcs, with manual,
" S " meter and spare tubes, f,15. Matched Hallicrafrer.
12 in. speaker in case, f3. VFO (Converted TU5B)
metered, with valves md stabiliser. Perfect per-
fo rmance,  12 /10 /0 .  Box  125.

FOR SALE ;  R  I  I  l6 /A  Rece iver ,  8  va lve  doub le  S /Het .
l5-2000m. with Amplion Convette for A.C. mains-
Phones Circuit Diagrams. l l0 or offers. Warwick.
19, Church Road, Roffey. Horsham, Sussex.

EXCHANGE. 150 Watt Transmitter for good miniature
camera. Leica preferred. Offers to " Stonehaven."
Horncastle Road. Boston. Lincs.

FOR SALE I Valves, new and unused, 832 double-bem
rctrode VHF transmitting valves, 15/-. U*d but OK.
PT15's, 10/- ; 1625's, 116; ML6's, 2/6. Also 100 kcs.
Bli ley standard xtal, with base and nounrins. f l.-E.
J. Clarke, 39 Boston Park Road, Brentford. Middx.

LOOK ! Prices Slashed ! No. 74 lndicator,9 inch CRT.
Y"e.yjlh focusand deflector coits, nnoii eivinsaki
I DFI_19. ? 6v6 erc. f3i t?/6. No. e n rn?lcii-oi. i i
64, VCR97. erc., stight use f3/5/0. n t l3Ze neii ir ld
luva lve .  marns  types ,  100-125 Mc/s . ,  conver t ib le  fo i
111 Y-"i". rs/0/0. 

- 
S27 Hall icrafteis. bni onii i i .aio

143 Mc/s. f24 or offer. ail carriaiJ niid.
A. C. Sreadman, 2j0, Cheilaston noaO, 

-b6i6yi

TRADE

6!{f lor rhe " best':eslls qod approved log bmks,

ii l f" lrr 
samples: c6MN, Bridsd 

-Street, 
Workrcp,

COMPONENTS for a[ circuits in this Joumat.
Ecoystone, Raymart, Wearite stockist. Send for l ists.
S-mitb, 98. West End RoaO, MoriimLe.-b.d;;;;'640' Rx f27lt0/0 westehr'units tZ7iS7il. 

--it;;'C-Jrfi

3/-, etc. Quick Service.

QIL's and. .G.P.O. Approwd Log Books. Smola
frcc.-Atkinson Broi., prinrers,*Ellmd: ---'-

CHASSIS, Panels-,,Racks and Metal Cabinets stock sires
or made to specification in sree I or aluminium : W;inki;
tr_nrsnes avaltabte.-Reosound Engineering & Etectrical
CompaDy, Coleshil l Road, Suttoi CotanEta.

American Receiyer BC603. 10 valve FM reiver.
20-28 Mc-s.. with_ built- in speaker, 24v dyna-
motor, I0 push buttons and manual tu;ins.
Valves are:- 2 x l2sc7, 3 x 6AC7. I x 6J5.
2 x 6SL7GT, I x 6H6, I x 6V6GT. Gren and
chrome f in ish .  D imens ions  l l *  x  6 l  x  12*  in .
Ideal for mod. as car radio. €5.5.0 (plus 7 l6 Carrt-
Whip_ Aerials-. 7- serion extending ro I ll feer,
with base. 4/6 (plus 1/- carriage).
RDF1 VHF Receivers. 5 x SP6l, 2 x P6t. 3 x
VR92.  I  x524,  I  xVRl37,  I  xCV83,450v  oenc i l
rs t i f ie r ,  e rc . ,  e tc . ,25 / -  (p lus  ? /6  car r iage) .

GARIAND nADlO, Dept. RC
4 Depfford Bridge, London, 1.E.8

Phone: TlDeway 3965
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valve and set is ready ror 
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Mains Supply_Unit. This neat and handy unir in blackenamelted case- 9 x 6 x 6 ins.. 

""nr"r."i-n-.iri'Jut] riaillformer, Rectifer valve, smoothrng cnoke, coDclensers.tuses. panet light and swirch. Input-zObii6-0, A"C.b;i;;;
9:l-y, 11 3-l amps. HT i50v at 80 ;". ta;;; ;;;il;avarrable by _changing rectifie. valve. Frl6i ,cfl-3i0.
,,250 .watt _Double Wound f."orto.m"r.. '- lJOuIii6i.
Mld:.qt c.E.C.. wirh sreet shroud. Ne*. .ui-n- f! l i7O.
. K. r.!^r^zA. . - | hrs grand l0 yalve Super-Het. cov6rinelrom. t0o to t26 .Mcs., is easily adapred io; i44-ir4;. b;ADy slmpry moving_ connetions ^on tuning coits. 
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ii"il,y";?i."ii)t3/f .,"^ etc. case meastures 2o x t?"x

- -Test Set, Type.46. We srill have a few of these exc€llent
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^!p9 9C147. U.S. Signats Mike Amptit ier. Smalt and
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Rememb€r money back

No Shop keeps oll you want-we
keep more than most. That's
why people say- :r Ol
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of Edgware Road"
Pay us a visit and see for yourself

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD.
287.9  EDGWARE ROAD,  LONDON,  vvJ

Near Edgware Road Met. and Bakerloo
Phone PAD.589l :: Hours 9-6 (Thurs. I o/c.t


